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ED JONES

ONII OF KENTUCKY'S
LETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The News has won awards for
excellence every year it has boon
oubm.ttod In Judging contest•.

8th DISTRICT of TENNESSEE
FultOn, 42041. Fulton County, Kentucky Wednesday, December 22

Volume 39

REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON
Congress recently gave final and a marked decrease in the
passage to the controversial tax quality of life. City governments
bill that resulted from Presi- have not been able to provide
dent Nixon's economic recom- the services necessary for a
mendations of last August. Many decent, well ordered existence.
of the items in the bill are long My hope is that this 7 percent
overdue breaks for the tax- investment tax credit will help
payer. Other points were added alleviate this problem by proto give business more incen- viding Jobs in rural areas and
tive and our economy a badly small towns across the Eighth
needed shot in the arm. Over- District. The new tax credit
available on equipall, the bill would reduce taxes will be
by $15.8 billion over a three ment acquired since August
15th or on order since April 1st.
year period.
Industry will also benefit
Of interest to middle infrom
the liberalized depreciacome taxpayers is an increase
In the personal income tax ex- tion rules put into effect last
emption, which is raised to summer and written into law
and by this legislation. Employers
$675.00 for this year
to $750 for 1972. Also
the are also entitled to a tax credit
general standard deduction has for hiring workers through the
work-incentive
been increased to 15 percent government's
of adjusted gross income with program.
Political
contributions
of up
a $2,000 ceiling. The minimum
standard deduction has been to 50 dollars per person are now
increased by $250.00 making deductible. Or the taxpayer
it 1300 dollars for next year. would have the alternative of a
This feature reduces taxes for tax credit amounting to half
low income people by about one of his political contributions
but with a maximum credit of
billion dollars.
New car buyers will be glad $12.50. The controversial feato hear that the 7 percent auto ture that would allow each taxexcise tax has been repealed payer to voluntarily designretroactive to August 15th and ate one dollar of his tax as a
financing
toward
that the 10 percent excise tax donation
on light-duty trucks has been presidential elections was passed
but
will
not
be
in
effect
for
repealed retroactive toSeptemnext year's race.
ber 22nd.
With Christmas approaching
The nation's
businessmen
will be glad to hear that a 7 and our economy still in bad
percent investment tax credit shape, I hope this bill will prohas vide some relief and raise your
for equipment purchase
spirits. Here in
been added. This feature is of Christmas
Christmas spirit
particular importance in our Washington
area. I have advocated strongly abounds. Downtown stores are
the need for expanding industry dressed with decorations from
In rural areas. By doing this bottom to top. However, this
we attack two major problems very special season turns our
at once. First, we build a strong thoughts homeward. I am reeconomic base for rural people turning to the District for the
by providing jobs in areas other holidays and plan to celebrate
than agriculture. By doing this with my family and dear friends
we reduce the need for people at home.
to migrate to the cities. Many
RAMSEY RETIRES
of our young people leave the
T/Sgt. Edward W Ramsey
rural areas not because of dissatisfaction, but because good and family landed in San Franpaying jobs are not available. cisco, California on Wednesday,
This migration to the city has December 1. after 18 months in
caused one of the major pro- Bangkok. Thailand. A South
blems facing our country today. ultnn native and the son of
Cities have grown larger and Mrs. Esteile Ramsey. he is enlarger and with this growth rode to 'Vert Campbell for rewe have seen increasing crime tirement.

Marker Set
For Felieigna

If plans go according to schedule, the Dukedom Community will be having- its own Volunteer Fire Department, the News -learned this
week.
Last Sunday, December 19, a number of concerned citizens of the Dukedom area met at the
N and H Grocery to form a volunteer organization and to seek ways and means of obtaining
fire-fighting equipment. raising necessary funds,
accepting memberships and finding answers to
whatever legal questions the organization of a
Volunteer Department might involve.
Sixteen were present at the
initial meeting, each contributing an initial membership of ten
dollars. Durell McCall was
elected president of the group;

On this joyous. Holiday celebrating the birth of
the Holy Child, we wish that you
may be filled with peace and gladness,
comforted with hope,and surrounded by your !overtones.
The Staff and Management Of

The Fulton County News
The Fulton Shopper
Karen Rice
Win Whitnel

T.C. Taylor
Joe Weaks, Jr.

Joyce Threlkeld
Gilda Ingram

Paul and Jo Westpheling

0, little town of Bethlehem is in Kentucky
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
Happy Birthday":
George Brock, Brent Burrow,
Mrs. George Holman, December 23; Mrs. Helen Cantrell,
W. D. Tegethoff, December 24;
Col. R. D. Benedict, Freida
Taylor. Terry Taylor, Julie
Leslie Noel Jones,
Gilbert,
Mrs. Farrah Graddy, December 25; Mrs. Harold D. Newton,
December 26; Priscilla WinsDecember
27; Renee
ton,
Threlkeld, Kimberly Michael
Argo, Peggy Crews, Robbie
Rudolph, Mrs. Harold Newton,
Gary Parker, Mrs. Elizabeth
Joyner, December 28; Shelia
Helen
Owens, December 29;
Hart, Larry Edwin Graves,Jane
30;
Easterwood, December
J. N. Hemphill, Joel H. Nabors, Monika Kay Cloys, Johnny
Campbell, December 31.

TVA Outlaw-,
Flotation Drums

This Week:
A Combined
Publication
This week's issue of the
NEWS represents a combined
issue of the News and the Shopper, combined in order that
distribution can be made as
early in the week as possible.
All advertising usually found
in the Shopper will be found in
this issue.
Since this issue will reach
over five thousand families that
The
subscribe to
do not
NEWS, we hope that these will
enjoy the paper, and its features, and will consider suba
scribing to it. To enter
subscription, you may either
come to the NEWS office on
Commercial Avenue in Fulton
or simply send your name, address and a check for $3 to
P.O. Box 307, Fulton, Ky. 42041. Kentucky subscribers must
add 15C sales tax and this
price applies only to subscripFulton, Hickman,
tions in
Graves, Obion and Weakley
Counties. Beyond that area, the
present stibscription price is
$4 a year, and 20( sales tax
for Kentuckians.
The NEWS prints fifty issues a year, and provides many
pictures and features that are
found in no other paper. This,
incidentally, is our last issue of
the year 1971.
The Shopper will be distributed on regular schedule next
week.
--The Editors

Nick Matz, vice-president; Ray
Wallace, secretary, and Alpha
C unn ingha rh, treasurer.
The unit will meet the third
Thursday of each month; the
next scheduled meeting will be
it 7:00 p.m. January 20 at the
N and HGrocery."All interested
persons are invited to

Fulton ASC
Names Adams
To Committee
Richard Adams who resides
on a farm 2 miles west of
Cayce was reelected to serve
on the Fulton County ASC Committee for a three year term.
For the 1972 calendar year he
will serve as vice chairman.
The other positions filled for
1972 are: Roy Bard, Chairman; T, M. Conder, Regular
Member; Harold Pewitt, First
Alternate; and T. li. Williamson, Second Alternate. Alternates serve only in the event
a vacancy occurs.
The County ASC Committeeassisted by Community Committeemen- are responsible for
administering agricultural programs enacted by Congress.
The main programs in Fulton
Feed
County presently are
Grains; Wheat; Cotton; three
types Of tobacco; Price Support for all commodities; Costshare under the Rural Environmental Assistance Program;
and the Wool Incentive Program.
Presently, the County Committee meets each Wednesday
morning at 9:00 a.m., 701 Moscow Avenue, County ASCS Office, Hickman, Kentucky. They
Invite any farmer who has an
agricultural problem to meet
with them if they desire:

LIVING NATIVITY--A Christmas tradition in Bethlehem, Ky., will be observed
this year when members of the Baptist, Methodist and Christian churches present
a tableau of the manger scene, with recorded carols and scripture readings, Dec.
22-25 nightly from 6:30 to 9:30. Bethlehem is located on Ky-22 in Henry
County, about 40 miles east of Louisville. There is no charge for viewing the
Living Nativity.(Kalman Papp Photo)
Every Christmas season for
11 years, they have been gathering
together
to present a
tableau, the 'Living Nativity,"
in keeping with the name of
the town. December 22-25,

FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE: Clyde Weed (left) end J. B. Serclay were presented Merit
Award plaques at the annual YMEC dinner and party last Saturday night at the Park Terrace
in recognition of the outstanding service work they did for the Club during 1971. Following
the dinner, the Melody Men played for dancing until 1: •. m.

nightly from 6:30 to 9:30, the
little town of Bethlehem offers
the township, its guests and
numerous passers-by a representation of scripture verses in
a motionless scene of the first
Christmas.
The little community is on
highway Ky-22 in Henry County about 40 miles east of Louisville. It's on the map. Most of
the year the highway is not too
heavily traveled, but during the
holiday season,
traffic increases considerably. Some
travelers Just pull off
the
highway, roll their windows
down and listen to the recorded music and scripture verses,
while others park and walk up
to the scene.
There
admission
is
no
charge, and therefore no real
way to determine how many
visit the display, but it is agreed
by the representatives of the
three churches sponsoring the
scene that upwards of 5,000
people each year have attended.
The animals are amazingly
good in their roles...once they
get to the stage. They do display one trait, however, that
seems to be ingrained in all
of God's creatures, and that
is at round-up time when they
object to being caught, tied with
ropes and led to the stage.
The same animals are used
(Continued on Pare 14)

I Ed's now: The following
nostalgic "flashbacks" of a
warm, friendly Fulton that was
his boyhood home have been
contributed by Ned Holman,
now riving in Florida. The incidents date from around 1910
to the early 1920's, and while
they are Lnrelated paragraphs,
not necessirity in chronological
order, each will recall many
now-forwten incidents in the
early lives of other Fultonians
who were living hare during
this period. We think they are
interesting to all. This article is
being published in three installments).

attend," a spokesman told The
News this week.
According to residents in the
area, a Volunteer Fire Department has been needed in the
Dukedom area "for a long
time." The group plans to seek
State and Federal assistance in
obtaining a piece of surplus
equipment that will serve their
purpose. Land for a fire house
has already been promised, if
funds can either be raised or
contributed for its construction,
The News was advised.

Smith Heads
New State
Fair Board
Wyndal I Smith, of Owensboro,
was elected President of the
Kentucky
State Fair Board,
Ttitiroday, December 16, at the
aiiittIttl- election held during the
December Board meeting.
Smith, who has been a member of the Board since 1966,
will succeed Douglas L. Blair
of Barbourville. Blair has been
a member since 1962 and President of the Board since 1968.
Joseph E. Stopher of Louisville was
re-elected VicePresident during the Monthly
meetine held in the Governor's
Conference Room at Frankfort.
The Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center's Executive Director, Donald L. Johnston, was
re-elected Secretary to the
Board.
In addition to Blair, Smith
and Stopher, the hi-partisan
board is composed of: Ivan
Jett of Georgetown; Dr. Charles E. Eastin, Lexington; Lucian
ex-ofIsbell, Hickman; and
ficio Members, Governor'Wendell It. Ford; Commissioner of
Agriculture Wendell Butler; and
Dean of the University of Kentucky's College of Agriculture
Charles E. Barnhart.

Miss Hussey Wins At
Tulsa Art Exhibit
FULTON, Ky., Dec. 18—Peggy
Scott Hussey, daughter of Mrs.
Ruth Scott, Fulton, was winner
in the Tulsa Regional Art Exhibition at Tulsa, Okla., Dec. 5
to Jan. 12.
Her acrylic, "Old Woman of
Paris" won $250.

Stale Police Warn: "Drive With Care"
FRANKFORT, Ky.--The Department of
Public Safety has issued a warning to
Kentucky motorists to drive safely over the
upcoming holiday season.
'rhe alert was given after State Police
reviewed highway statistics for deaths and
injuries over the past three-year period
during the Christmas and New Year's
holidays
li• 1968, 11 persons were killed and 87
injured during the Christmas traveling period

The Fulton That Was -

Bethlehem, in Kentucky, has a
population of about 200 people,
and an eyebrow-raising actors
group. Members of this small
troupe are a cow, two burrows, two sheep and 36 humans.

Number 51

Volunteer lire Department
Being Organized Al Dukedom

FULTON, Ky. — A historical
marker is planned for Feliciana,
a Graves County town founded
in the 1830s and once a commercial center in Western Kentucky.
The marker will be placed on
Ky. 94, one and one-half miles
from U.S. 45 at Water Valley.
Inscription on the marker will
read as follows:
"FELICIANA—Site of a settlement established in 1830s. By
1838 is was most important trading point in the county. After a
state road was built through
Feliciana in 1845, it became one
of the greatest commercial centers in Western Kentucky. This
community remained prominent
until bypassed by the railroad in
1854. Abandoned when business
Interests moved to other towns."

TVA has issued a reminder
that owners of docks, boathouses, houseboats, floats, and
other structures on TVA lakes
that are using empty drums for
flotation must submit applications by January 1 showing their
plans to replace the drums by
July 1 with ieceptable types of
flotation.
Application forms and information about the flotation requirements is available from
TVA
Reservoir
Properties
Offices at 202
W.
Blythe
Street (Box 380), Paris, Tennessee 38242.

Libr.7ry
Margaret I. King
Irertodlcal Dept.
lt Vfilernity nt
Lexington, Ky. 40506

Beadles always on time to open
the postoffice. His father is the
Postmaster.
The old Tabernacle on Fourth
Street back of Depot is still
local
holding its own. The
W.C.T.U.'s
often utilize the
space for their rallies. It was
night
also the scene of a
horsewhipping.
The "Gay Deceivers," Mack
and Munce Reach who are identical twins. They could just
have been the twins that one
drank and the other did not.
The one who did not, kissed
his mother goodnight twice.
Jim Si Cavender fresh in
this Saturday morning from
(Third and final installment): Dukedom. As usual
his 2diamond stud
karat flashing
"Ole Charlie," was the faith- mounted in starched white shirt,
ful old gray horse of the Whitnel with bow tie reflects his unfamily, a friend of all.
usual fastidious taste.
Name dropping: Mr. Porter
'He would take Win and the
writer to the woods near Pierce Weeks leisurely strolling back
Station to gather holly and mis- to the store after lunch, greettletoe to sell during tte holi- ing his next door neighbor, Prof.
days for our Christmas spend- J. C. Cheek.
ing money. He took us from
Passing glances: Many douhouse to house in Fulton to sell ble bed wagons loaded with toelectric bulbs in a contest spon- bacco lined up for more than
sored by Mr. Dawson Skeen, a block on Carr Street, awaitManager o: local Electric Util- ing their turn to the scales
ity Co.(Incidentally we won the platform at Hamlett Tobacco
sales contest). Harnessed to the Barn, for unloading.
he took
Popular town pharmacists of
phaeton on Sundays
Mr. and Mrs. Whitne I to church. the day, Morris (Pete) HarOld
McConnel grove, Clint Matheny, Curt ParProgress:
Road being abandoned in favor ham, Dick Wallace, Vester Rudd
of bew one cut through from and Mac MacGhee.
Bondurant's Grocery on State
Dependable Mr. Cathay alLine to Mr. George Collins' ways busy at his harness shop
property, about one mile south. on Commercial Avenue.
Reverend and Mrs. Gatlin
Slaughter and Franklin Dry
Goods changing name toFrank- (Baptist Pastor) off to San
lin Dept. Store in the Meadows Francisco, California
to attend the International Panama
block.
Mr.
Wallace ("Punch") Pacific Exposition,

and one killed and 76 injured over the New
Year's holiday.
The toll reached its peak in 1969 with 13
Kentucky highway fatalities and 223
injured The New Year's statistics for 1969
show 13 persons killed and 184 injured---a
total of 26 killed and 407 injured.
The rate decreased somewhat in 1970
with 14 persons killed and 295 injured
during the Christmas and New Year', leveling periods.

1111

Another rover: Mr. Tom
Franklin just returned from a
Philadelphia merchandise buying trip. While there he heard
the Reverend Billy Sunday deliver one of his firey sermons,
which was enjoyed.
Judge Henry Taylor keeps the
City Court functioning smoothly
with very
few 'criminals'
abroad these days; while Mr.
Baily Huddleston and Mr.Young
Eaker maintain 'law and order'.
The Fulton Booster Cluend
an expedition of automobiles on
a goodwill trip to Memphis and
return. Many of the entrants
failed to complete this distant journey.
Lon
Growing pains: Mr.
Pickle erecting new home on
corner of Central Avenue and
State Line across from O.K.
Steam Laundry. Excavators on
the job, turned up what is thought
to be Union soldier's remains,
as brass buttons along with uniform cloth were recovered.
Think victims of small pox.
Current newspaper
headlines: S. S. Titanic struck by
iceberg in mid-Atlantic, sinks
on maiden voyage with heavy
toll of life. Her sister ship
"Carpathia" rescues survivors and brings them to N.Y.
It is reported that the ship's
orchestra rendered the hymn,
"Nearer
My God To Thee"
while sinking. The Tom Mooney
trial at San Francisco for the
Market Street bombing there
by the radical I.W.W.'s. Booker
T. Washington breakfast guest
of President Theodore Roosevelt at the White House.
Much interest in trial
of
Leo Frank and his subsequent
lynching for the murder of girl

at Marietta, Georgia pencil factory.
Congratulations
upon
the
marriage of Miss Lillian Hall
to Mr. Joe Beadles. The former
is a popular teacher in local
schools,
Both Congressional Districts
of immediate Ken-Tenn area
being capably represented by
the Hon. Alben W, Barkley and
Hon. Finis J. Garrett.
Forerunner of modern DriveIniiTheatre.
The
open air
theatre with benches for seats,
next door to Albert Smith's
restaurant on Fourth Street.
Admission 5C and 10C. Also
a Nickelodeon about whre
Hornbeak's bakery later was
located.
Ahead of the times:
Mr.
Chishlom of the Orpheum Theatre engaging the three Nicholi
Bros. String Orchestra, which
supplied beautiful music nightly at the theatre.
Devotees of the ballet off to
Memphis to witness the performance of world renowned Russian Ballerina Anna Pavalova.
Could be that Miss Nelle Martin Morris is among the lucky
ones?
Favorite Saturday morning
forays looking for squabs at
the old water stand pipe in
East Fulton. Often extended to
private raisers who did not keep
an eagle eye watch on their lofts.
Home from school via Mr.
DeArmand's
shop on
the
"Hill," where he was at work
building an automobile by hand,
using a buggy for the conversion. It later did run.
Mr. Leonard Holland tinkering with motorcycles. He Is
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Do You Remember This?

Kentucky Windage

Just For Today

From Our Picture Album

A COLUMN BY WIN WHITNIK,

(By P. W.)
On the local business scene: Fred's Dollar Store is moving into the former Wade
Furniture Company building on lower Lake
Street, and plans are for opening probably
in late January. The building is being cornp_letely renovated.
Bill Frese, recent manager of the Goodyear Store here, has taken over Puckett's
!IX Station in Highlands and has re-located
his smile and his hustle to that location. Bill
isa fine fellow, and I wish him well in his
new business.
: Although it had originally planned to
on in early December of this year, the
ne,w Farmers Exchange Bank in South Fulton ..has been delayed in construction, and
nqw hopes to open in . another couple of
mbnths. It's going to be quite a layout.
I'll tell you Gne thing, the Twin Cities
hive seldom seen such a fine Santa Claus as
tlie one we have this year. Lou Biehslich has
nially hustled on this job. and, what's more,
tit is doing it because he is enjoying it. Last
Siturday he popped in and out of the stores,
handing out candy and bubble gum and
banging many a shining eye to the little
ones that he happened to meet. Lou has
spent his life in promotion work, and loves
to see things go. He is certainly due the
'thanks of the community for what he has
done this season.
Geting a good community Santa Claus
is no easy job. I know; The News undertook
to organize the task back 20 years ago. We
-picked up one fellow, and then another, and
:finally thought we had hit on a good one: a
reformed alcoholic who had. the figure, and
:was jolly, and had the time. He made all the
:•-rounds, and was doing fine until one day he
7 got off the wagon and we had to get him off
the street and hurriedly de-frock him before
axphixiated any youngsters with his
• breath.
I have two stories that I intend to follow through on after Christmas; both have
-7-been in The NEWS in recent months and
seemingly both can be brought to happy conelusions.
The first one deals with one Elisha
Freeman, whose 100-year-old tombstone
was recently discovered here at our office,
and, about which we had a feature story.
,;•-•Mrs. J. 0. Lewis had informed me that this
gentleman was apparently a Fulton Count' -Ian, who died in Hickman, and whose will
. was probated there in 1860. I'll get that full
• information from the courthouse in Hickman.
The other deals with "how come"
• Madrid Bend is where it is. and "how come"
it belongs to Kentucky. Following the visit
•of the New York Times reporters here for
that story, 1 wrote Jennings Kearby to dig
up what he could about it. Jennings, a former resident of Crutchfield and a former
state representative from this county, is now
a lawyer in Louisville who also does legal
• work for the Corps of Engineers.
In reply to my letter, Jennings said that
when he comes home for a Christmas visit
with his kinfolks he will bring along several
-•,old volumes that date back to the earliest
' surveys of the Kentucky boundary down in
_These parts, plus copies of some old court
• records that deal with boundary settlements
along the Mississippi between France, Spain
and Eri,land. It seeml that the boundary of
the Louisiana Purchase was fixed on the
basis of this earlier treaty. In other words,
Madrid Bend has always been there, apparently. We shall see.
If anyone else is inquisitive about these
1-.Matters, give me a phone call and I'll invite
you in on the examination of the records.
.

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME was invented by an Indian who cut off the top of his
blanket and sewed it on the bottom because
it was too short.
The Fulton County News
Paul and Johanna Wisstphisling, 'Editors and Puisruivee:.
ifeted one of Kentucky's "Bost All Around" Weekly Peptic.
31ficand-Class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041.
.:Illittdress all mail (subscriptions, change of addretc. Forms
4,3109) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky 42041.
subscription Rates: 13.00 per year in Fulton, Hickman, Graves
-Counties, Ky., and Obion and Woakley Counties, Tenn, Else• where throughout the United States $4.011 per year.
.-:11witucky Subscribers must at 5% Sales Tax.
ssor of various weakly papers in Nikon the first of
..eis—
--eAdch waii founded in 1000.
'Published Fifty Thursdays of The Year at 304 Commercial
-tn. Fulton, Ky. 42041.
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that requires effort
As a program, blueprint or something
recipe for happiness and c hear - thought and concentration.
fulness in this holiday season
Just for today I will exorcise
and for the New Year, I pass
in three ways; I will
along the ideas contained in this my soul
do somebody a good turn and
article, "Just For Today"
out. I will do at
Students in a course of hu- not get found
two things that I don't
man relations, taught by this least
as
William James
do,
to
want
years ago,
columnist many
for exercise.
found these suggestions inter- suggests, Just
esting and helpful. I hope you
be
Just for today I will
will agree with them.
I will look as well
Too many people try to live agreeable.
dress as becomingly
In the past and contemplate as I can,
act courthe future with disturbing fears as possible, talk low, praise,
liberal with
and tensions. In reality the only teously, be
nor find
time we have is the eternal criticize not at all,
and not try
Now, this minute, this hour, fault with any thing
improve anyone.
and this day. Our task is to to regulate nor

•
•••

make the most of today.
Just for today I will try to
I acknowledge my debt of
only, not
gratitude to Sibye Partridge live through this day
tackle my whole life proto
for this collection of ideas.
blem at once. I can do things
would
Just for today I will be hap- for twelve hours that
if I had to keep
py. This assumes that what appall me
lifetime.
a
for
up
Abraham Lincoln said is true, them
that "most folks are about as
Just for today I will have a
happy as they make up their
down
minds to be." Happiness is program. I will write
every hour.
from within, it Is not a mat- what I expect to do
but
exactly,
it
follow
may
not
I
ter of externals.

•

i will have it. It will eliminate
Just for today I will try to two pests, hurry and indecision.
adjust myself to what is, and
Just for today I will have
not try to adjust everything to
half-hour all by my
my own desires. I will take a quiet
In this halfmy family, my business, and my self and relax.
I will think
luck as they come and fit my- hour sometimes
get a little
to
of God, so as
self to them.
more perspective into, my life.

glamorise
A Whit* Christmas scene' No ... as memory serves, it wee sometime in February, but it did servo to temporarily
bridge.
Avenue
Commercial
from
taken
was
View
lasted.
Harris Fork Creek while it

FULTON'S

t_nllwatry

COTTMeT

BY LUCY DANIEL

1

German, French,
A book, like grape-vine, English,
should have good fruit among its Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,
Russian, Latin, Esperanto), of
leaves.
Africa (Swahili), of Asia (ChiROOTS OF INVOLVEMENT, nese and Japanese), and of the
and
East (Arabic
by Marvin Kalb. How did the Middle
United States become bogged Hebrew). Each language is dewith
down in a seemingly endless scribed and delineated,
Asian conflict? This authorit- phrases of the type the tourist
ative book is the first to place finds useful.
the Vietnam war in the perTORTURE
AMBUSH
spective of two hundred years
of history, and it enables con- CANYON, by Max Brand. Three
once - a
Durfee,
Silas
LIMes
cerned Americans to reach a
Vinfresh understanding of our past Texas Ranger, and Henry
and present involvement in the cent, the nephew and ward of the
Runce,
rich rancher Thomas
Far East.
came to grips with the dreadk
Lester. In spite of the huge
Spot
TALKING YOUR WAY
by price on his head, the outlaw
AROUND THE WORLD,
Mario Pei. Here are lively had never been captured. Bunce
profiles of the world's great had hired Durfee to guard his
languages, done by one of our nephew and had offered him ten
leading philologists, which form thousand dollars in cash if he
a world guide for the principal would kill the outlaw, but he
languages of Europe (British, refused to tell the ex-Banger

Just for today I will take
care of my body. twill exercise
it, care for it, not abuse it
nor neglect it, so that it will
be a perfect machine for my
bidding.

what motive Lester had to mur- a lifetime.
der the boy.

Just for today I will be
unafraid, especially I will not
be afraid to be happy, to enjoy
what is beautiful, to love, and
to believe that those I loVe,
love me.

Just for today I will try to
As a concluding thought: A
CREATING WITH BURLAP, strengthen my mind. I will learn
YOUR DATING DAYS, by Paul by M. J. Fressard. Until re- something useful. I will not be Merry Holiday Season and a
H. Landis. Patterns of dating cently, burlap was used prin- a mental loafer. I will read Happy New Year!
can and do change, but interest cipally in the manufacture of
In boy -girl relationships is con- sacks and bags for the storing
stant. In this book Dr. Landis and transporting of grains and
shows how information can help root vegetables, or else it was
unravel some problems which hidden from sight as a backyoung people face as they begin ing material for carpets and
dating or seriously considering rugs. Now, at last, it has emermarriage. It also contains a ged and taken its rightful place
L MINOR, TOO
wealth of facts and practical among other fabrics as a pleas5, tom' II QUA1111111111i
insights which will increase ing, versitile cloth for use
as
well
as
creations
undera
original
in
self-understanding and
standing of the opposite sex. a background for painting, embroidery, or tapestries. In this
SLEEP IS FOR THE RICH, book you will find some of the
DUBLIN: There is a quick- turned out to be a snake in
by Donald MacKenzie. Paul characteristics of this exciting, ened pace to Ireland's capital the grass —Mary Ricketts.
fabric.
-with
hard
upon
fun-to-work
come
has
Henderson
eit), where emphasis has been on
•••
times. A disastrously had marlob opporTHE CASE OF THE CRYING nee industrv and new
riage has left him with a sevenI
TO BE an illumWANTED
tunities. and where construction
year-old daughter who is the SWALLOW, by Erie Stanley
buildings and lious- inating engineer, but my parents
of
business
first
book,
..
the
This,
Gardner.
something
but
light of his eyes
to in have, been brisk since my. made light of the idea. "
of an impediment to his career by Erie Stanley Gardner
—John W. Mock.
visit here two scars ago.
ex a seeond-story man. An ar- be published posthumously, is last
•• •
the serene countenance.
rest that almost resulted in con- a collection of short works And >et
Me Winter driving requires special
viction has shaken his nerve. selected from the author's vast the pleasant wt) of life and
With Sophie to look after, he arsenal of magazine writings. thoughtful regard for the visitor care, the Allstate Motor Club
dares not risk a prison sen- All have the inventiveness, pace remain unchanged. So all iswell warns. It recommends snow ores
for traction, frequent battery
tence by practicing the only and special twist at the end along the Lille)!
of Gardner's
Ireland's population has in- checks to make sure you have
profession he knows. The fu- characteristic
presentbeen
has
None
work.
plenty of power, re-check periodlb
recent
is
the
he
according
when
creased,
ture looks black
census, reversing a trend that was ically of your anti-freeze and
suddenly offered the chance of ed in book form before.

Mrs. Franccs Ashby, Marjorie Whitlock.
Employes and their gnests included: Mr. and
FILES:—
FROM THE
C. E. Hughes. Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Morse,
Mrs.
:
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pollock, Mr. and Mrs. Billy McCollum, Bob
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wilson, Mrs. Grace
A. Grace. Mrs. Lila Hastirws, Mrs. Eunice Seath,
• Miss Mary Anderson. Mrs. Naom Mooneyharn,
Mrs. Calla Latta, Miss Adolphus Latta, Tommy
Nell Gates, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Stevens, Miss
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Winfrey, Mrs. Mary Ellen Ashby, Miss
Doris
DECEMBER 28, 1951
Kathryn Lamb, Miss Betty Sue Williams, Mrs.
Second Lieutenant Robert D. Whitesell, Dorothy Young, Mrs. Edith Payne, Mr. and Mrs.
USMC,son of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell of Will D. Patrick, Mrs. Clara Nell Kimbro, Mr. and
Route 1, - Fulton, Ky., has been awarded the Mrs. Genn Williams, Mrs. Eula Mulford, Mr. and
Mrs. James Robey, Miss Mary Frances Roberts,
Bronze Star for heroic action in Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McKnight, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
CenYouth
the
at
held
Bizzle Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hastings, Mrs Betty
dance
The Christmas
ter for the young people of the city was a huge Ray, Bonnie Cherry, Mrs. Wilburn Allen, Mr.
success. Paul Westpheling and his orchestra ana Mrs. Jack Burton, Mrs. Winna Carpenter,
Hazel Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cooper.
played for the occasion.
.411•••41•K•0**4••••0*.sr*40,0".<2.

Turning Back The Clock

Headed by Mrs. Win Whitnel a group of 14
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
local persons spread Christmas cheer Monday
DECEMBER 31, 1926
night by singing carols to the many shut-ins in
Miss Lorraine Bruce, former Fultonian now
the city. The group spent two hours in this worthemployed at Burbank, California, is gaining a nawhile'project.
tional reputation for herself in the field of jour0.
nalism. Starting her career here under her aunt,
Henry Locke, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Miss Jett Browder, she moved up to the Paducah
Fourth
the
with
stationed
is
who
Locke of Fulton.
promotDaily Sun before accepting the California posibeen
Infantry Division in Germany, has
ed to First Lieutenant, according to a letter re- tion.
ceived today by Mrs. Locke.
Bob Pigue, former Fulton boy, is another
national fame in the field of journals.
winning
U.
one
the
at
training
recruit
Undergoing
a responsible position with the
is
holds
Bob
Calif.,
'ism.
Naval Training Center, San Diego,
Appeal and his sports stories
Evening
of
son
Memphis
USN,
recruit
seaman
Hancock,
R.
James
wide recognition.
gained
have
cartoons
Fulton,
and
1,
Route
of
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Hancock
Ky.
The Sunday Atlanta American issue containcitizen,
Holiday cheer and good fellowship prevailed ed a long article about a former Fulton
Downs
A.
L.
succeeded
has
who
Pelley,
J.
John
employees
the
of
party
Christmas
at the annual
Railway.
Georgia
of
Central
the
of
last
president
Company
as
Telephone
of the Southern Bell
Thursday night. December 20.
Mayor and Mrs. W. 0. Shankle gave a 4Guests attending included: Mr. and Mrs.
their
Paul Westpheling, Mr. and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell course dinner Christmas day in honor of
UniverState
the
from
home
Odessa,
on,
daughter,
Weatherspo
Lowell
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Carper, Mrs. Jancie Mc- sity for the holidays.
Queen, Johnny Cann, Eddie Bacigaiupo and Bob
Mrs. Ben Evans and Mrs. L. 0. Bradford
Houchin. all of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Gardner, Kenneth McAlister, Patricia Cox, and won a bed light and a Japanese telephone screen,
Marian Cole of Union City, Frances Cursey, respectively, at Saturday afternoon bridge at the
Smith Stevens. Bob Vowell, Billy Homra, Mau- home of Mrs. Jake Huddleston. Mrs. Huddleston
dine Cruce. Shine Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond was assisted by little Miss Almedia Huddleston
Garland. Harold Norman Raymond Stallins, and by Mrs Arch Huddleston

MAJOR 1191INTS

generations "old. New business
and new jobs have combined to
keep more of Ireland's bright
>oung mcn and women at home.
The growing numbers of younger
people have brought new oressures for social change.'
Just as wage rates are lower
than in the U.S., so are hotel,
meal and entertainment costs.
however. And Ireland remains
a travel bargain for American
tourists,
One thing that surprises peopie here in Dublin is the fact
that many visitors from the U.S.
seem to have the situation in
North Ireland confused with that
prevailing in the Republic of
Ireland.
Indeed, all is peaceful here in
Dublin, with none of the turmoil
that has disrupted the life of Belfast in North Ireland.
I has e been pleased that my
isit allowed time to permit sonic
leisurely browsing through the
fine Dublin stores and shops
along Grafton and O'Connell
Sts., and side streets, too. The
selections would please any
shopper. I ant intrigued by the
splendid er>stal, excellent potters. fine tweeds and other
woolen goods and exciting new
fashions in the designer shops
and boutiques. Prices remain
reasonable.
lee

careful attention to your exhaust
system.
•••
FRANKELY SPEAKING: I
heard about the yoga cocktail. .
two and your legs fold under
Don I. Frankel.
YOU
•••
I COULD HAVE BEEN a
chimneysweep, but thejob really
didn't soot mc...a mustache
trimmer, except the customers
kept giving me too much lip.
—Ken Easton.
•• •
BERLIN VIGNETTE
My visit to East Berlin reminded me of the story told by a
fellow passenger aboard the British European Airways plane
which hurried us here from
Frankfurt. He was having coffee
in an East Berlin coffeehouse
and struck up a conversation
with a young man from East
Berlin. He was very cautious
in his comments but in a few
minutes asked the man to meet
him in the restroom. When they
were alone, he asked to see
the man's passport, which prosed he was a West German. "I
wanted to make sure you weren't
an East German trying to entrap me," the young man said.
And then, reassured, he went
on to say: "Here we have no
freedom, no liberty. Every person longs for the right logo and
come when he wants, to leave
or most if he desires. The government keeps us in a cage so
we won't escape. It's sad, so
sad." _ Lenore L„.
• ••

m so grateful for my first.
aid training," exclaimed the girl.
"Last night there was an accident right in front of my house.
An old man was knocked down
by a car and was bleeding all
oser. He was moaning something awful. That's when my
first-aid training came in handy.
INSURANCE TO VALUE
I remembered to put my head
between my knees to keep from simply means having enough
coverage to protect against loss
fainting.••
from storm, fire or other disSi.
aster, says the Allstate Safety
I WANTED TO BE a prune Crusade. It recommends an
taster, but I found too many annual reappraisal to be sure
pitfalls... so I took up elevator you have sufficient protection.
• ••
operating, only to find the job
gave me too much of a lift.
QUESTION DEPT.
—Barbara Johnson.
Q. I like to watch geese fly•••
ing. Where's the best place to
LOCK IT AND POCKET do this?
A. Anywhere but under them.
THE KEY is good advice for
all car owners, says the National
-Jim Wolff.
Automobile Theft Bureau. It's
•
•
•
folly to leave your car unlocked,
FRANKELY SPEAKING t
and especially foolish to ever
leave the key in the ignition. My out-of-town relatives: Here
today and here tomorrow
•••
if you think practice makes perfect,
watch the government manI GAVE UP studying herpetology when the instructor age the economy.
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MANCHESTER, Ky.
Edd and Margaret Hollen have
been married 82 years, seven
months and 10 days.
The Bear Branch, Ky. residents of Clay County may have
set a world's record for the
longest marriage.
Edd, 105, and Margaret Gray,
99, were married in the Kentucky mountains on May 7,
1889.
According to the "Guinness
Book of World Records," the
previous record for "normal"
marriages was 82 years and
one day held by Frederick Burgess and Sarah Ann Gregory of
London, England. She died
June 22, 1965.
Another couple was married
86 years, but became husband
and wife when both were five
under a family arrangement.
"I think the Lord has blessed
us mighty well," said Mrs. Hollen. The couple's health is relatively good, according to their
67-year-old son Carlo Hollen,
with whom they live. Edd has
hearing trouble.
Both have lived most of their
lives In Clay County except
during World War I when Ecid
worked In an Ohio factory. He
didn't remember where.
"I'm proudest of my children," she said. Six of nine
children are still alive giving
them 38 grandchildren and 60
great-grandchildren.
Said Edd of his wife of 82
years, "Yes sir, she's been a
good wife . . . she's been all
right."
"If you serve the Lord, brother, and serve Him with all your
heart. He'll lead the way for
you," said Mrs. Hollen as the
formula for long life and a
long, happy marriage.
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Mr. and Mrs. Dewey House

Reception Will Honor
Mr., Mrs. Dewey House
The Rev. G. W. Davis was the
officiating minister. Their attendants were the Rev. Morris
Stroud and Ruth Legg Stroud.
Mrs. House is the daughter of
the late Sam M. and Ida Bone
Jackson.
A retired farmer, Mr. House
is the son of Sidney J. and Henrietta Cunningham House.
Their children are Doris
Mr. and Mrs. House were House Katz and S. Joe House.
married Dec. 28 1921, at the They have a grandchild, Joe
Methodist parsonage in Clinton. Don House.

CLINTON, Ky..
-Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey House of Clinton Rt. 1 will celebrate their
golden anniversary Sunday.
Dec. 26, in the home of their son
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe House, Clinton Rt. 1.
All of their friends and relatives
are invited between the hours
of 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.

What began 15 years ago for
J. C."Lum" McClellan of Hickman as a "rest and relaxation" cure far A serwi§
neisJos Agliiied into what Can
be 'desk tffieW 6iily as a masterpiece of artistr9: Cu§tom made,
superbly designed, perfect furniture of every type.
"I'd always been good at doing things with my hands - you
know, little things like cabinets
and picture frames and such,"
the tall, University of Kentucky graduate said. "It wasn't
until 1955, after the doctor told
me I had to take up some hobby
for relaxation, that I began
actually making the furniture."
Mrs. McClellan laughingly
reminded her husband of one of
his first efforts, a bookcase
that he had built "practically
with a saw and screwdriver."
Defying his humble beginnings, though, McClellan be-

came progressively better and
added more and more tools to
his collection."A lot of the tools
I had to make myself because I
Just couldn't buy what I wanted,"
he said.
Today he has a fully-equipped
workroom in the basement of his
home, complete with tools
enough to build about anything
he wants.
Walking into his home is like
walking through the doors of an
expensive furniture shop. Each
piece of furniture - including
bedroom suites, dining room
table and chairs, desks, even a
grandfather clock - was handcrafted by McClellan to add
beauty to the house.
The living room is furnished
completely by his creationsexcept for one chair, That chair is
matched by one that McClellan
did make, and is perfectly
matched right down to the up-

Delicacy—the word for such beauty
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CLINTON, Ky.,
-Mr.
and Mrs. John R. Inman of Clinton Rt. 1, will celebrate their
golden anniversary with a reception Sunday, Dec. 26, at the
American Legion Hall in Clinton. All of their friends and relatives are invited between 2 and
4 p.m.
The Inmans were married
,Dec. 24, 1921, in Fulton. The
late Squire McDade performed
the ceremony. Their attendants
were Clifton Inman and the late

Grace Via.
Mrs. Inman is the daughter,.
the late James S. And ALMS
Bone Miller.
Mr. Inman, a farmer, is die
son of the late John B. and Katie
R. Inman.
They are the parents of Paid'
E. Inman of Mayfield; Ruben
R. Inman, Overland, Mo., and
James M. Inman of Roxana,:
III. They have 12 grandchildren
and 11 great-grandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Austin

Austins Will Observe
50th Anniversary Dec.24
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Austin of
Water Valley Rt. 2, will observe
their golden wedding anniversary on Dec. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin were
united in marriage on Dec. 24,
1921, in the home of Squire McDade in South Fulton, Tenn.
Their attendants were Mrs.
Grace McCuen Boaz, the Rev.
W. D. Lowry, Mrs. Harbert Cannon, and Mr. Harbert Cannon
(deceased).
Mrs. Austin is the daughter
of the late Rebecca and C. H.
Yates of Water Valley, Rt. 2,

Doris Bolin Is
Initialed At MSU

Doris Bolin, Fulton, is one
of 16 recently initiated into
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Inman
membership
of Phi Beta
Lambda professional business
fraternity at Murray State University,
Miss Bolin is a senior majoring in computer programming.
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn. - A capita.
She is the daughter of Cecil
E. Bolin, 218 Commercial Ave. contribution to the Fulton CounEmploye Christmas bonuses
ty Library, employe Christmas were approved as follows: $18
bonus and appointment of the for full-time employes, $10 for
Tooth Less Sweet
NEW YORK-U.S. per capita sixth member to the Park Com- part-time employes and $6 for
confectionery consumption in mission have been approved by volunteer firemen.
Mayor Dan Crocker's appoint1970 declined slightly to 19.9 the South Fulton City Commisment of Mrs. H. B. Vanderford
Alabama has an area of 51,060 pounds. compared with 20.2 sion.
An ordinance was approved as the sixth member of the
square miles.
pounds in 1969.
on the first reading authorizing Park Commission was approved.
the 1972 annual contribution to Other members include Charles
the Futlon Library in the Powell, Wayne Dunevant, Richamount of $1,757.52. This is a ard Lewis, Richard Rose and
voluntary contribution and based Mrs. Evelyn Dixon.
on
the fact that 968 residents of
brown with a beautiful grained
look," Mrs. McClellan noted. South Fulton hold library cards
A bakery chain estimates at
Another piece of furniture at the Fulton Library. The con- least 138 kinds of doughnuts are
that be claims is one of his tribution is based on a $2.4 per on sale every day of the year:
favoritea is the Hepplewhite
desk that reigns with beguiling
grace over the den. The desk
Notes and News rrorn—
is intricately carved and isdesigned so that there is not a
single nail in it.
As a matter of fact, McClellan spoke with authority when
(Continued on Page 5)

and Mr. Austin is the son of the
late Zulene and Vodie Austin of
Water Valley, Rt. 2.
Their children are Mrs. Mose
Foster (Bobbye) of Water Valley, Rt. 2, and Mrs. Gaylon
Rushing (Jean) of South Fulton,
Tenn. They have four grandchildren.
No f o r in a I celebration is
planned. However, they would
appreciate hearing from friends
and relatives.

Library Contribution Wade

Lum McClellan Has "Relaxed" His Way Into Furniture Artistry
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The Inmans Will Mark
Golden Anniversary

Tools aplenty...

holstery and the tiny designs
on the legs.
Go on into the den and Ind
a room of all "McClellan a'iginals": sofa Heppelwhited.,sk,
end tables, erten the lamps on
those tables were made by I im.
A tour of the remainde: of
the house reveals the a ime
beauty of furniture of wl ich,
he said with a smile in his
eyes, "my wife had a littli influence in having me ma e."
One of the more ama ing
aspects of his talent is :hat
McClellan, known simply as
"the furniture man" by t any
local residents, never us !s a
blueprint or any more tot mal
pattern than a picture o
a
simply-sketched design.
"I have to have a pith', ?. or
something to look at. But a for
blueprints, I don't think I'd1 low
how to read them if I had
them!"
The advantage of this special
ability to"eyeball and then do,"
gives him the chance to copy
some magnificent antiques.
A corner china cupboard he
built, for example, was copied
from a magazine displaying
furniture in the Metropolitan
Museum.
Mrs. McClellan added that
"people could Just about tell
Lum what they wanted and he
could design it for them. For
Instance, a lot of people Just
come in and say they want this
or that -usually something that
needs a special design or sizeand Lum is able to sit down,
sketch out a rough picture, and
have it for them a few months
later."
Although the summer months
'are slow ones for his furniture work (fishing and golf
seem awfully attractive on
those long summer days), Mc-

Haws Memorial

Beauty and grace in a Hepplewhite desk
Clellan has a set routine for
the winter days: he gets home
from his Job as school supervisor around 4 o'clock, works
in his shop until 6, then eats
and rests and returns to his
work later.
It was on that schedule that
he has been able to furnish not
only his home but the home of
his son and one of his daughter's.
McClellan tells the story of a
trip he made to his son's home
in Oklahoma City a few years
ago.
"I'd never seen all the furniture I'd made for him over the
years together -I made it here
and he picked It up in the summer to take it home with him.
As I went through his home, 7
kept noticing really attractive pieces of furniture. Finally,
In one room,I made the remark
that he had matched the bureau
very well with the bed I'd made
him. He gave me a funny look,
then burst out laughing as he
said, 'Dad, you made all that
furniture!'"
He acknowledges, however,
that his Early Americantastes
may not please everyone.' One
of my daughters prefers all
modern things, so I've made
very few pieces of furniture
for her," McClellan admitted.
The talent McClellan displays almost seems to run In
the family. it first showed up
in a great-great-grandfather
who whittled a baby rocker
with his knife.
The McClellans have the
'rocker, which is now about 100
years old, and like to imagine
the ancestor sitting patiently,
whittling with a pocket knife.
The ability then seemed to
skip a few generations but
came out full-scale in McClellan. Now, his son enjoys working with wood and a daughter
seems to have the creative
ability, too, although with a little different slant. She and her
husband recently converted a
garage into a study and are
awaiting furniture from McClellan's workshop to finish

the decoration.
McClellan works with only
top - grade woods, usually
cherry, walnut, or oak. However, one "off-breed" that
worked up beautifully was mulberry. McClellan designed a
bedroom suite from the wood,
and as the years passed, the
wood "seemed to age with beauty," in the words of the furniture man.
"It was mustard yellow when
he first finished the pieces, but
now it's darkened to'a mellow

Not Just a time piece

We at IlawS wish you a morning with his pack bearing
oyful Christmas. Warmest gifts for all. Elizabeth Jobe
yishes during the holiday sea- played Christmas carols and
ion to the various churches Gigi Brock led our singing.
ind homemaker groups, minis- Eggnog and cookies were servera and individual volunteers ed to top off our Christmas
who have been so faithful to party.
A special thanks to :the
is throughout the year.
Last week we had Wednesday Nancy McConnel Circle of the
night at the movies, a double First United Methodist Church
feature headlining Gloria Swan- for providing gifts, Also to
son, Charlie Chaplin and Teddy the Town and Country Mothers
at the Throttle. These films Club of Hickman for the indibelong to Mr. Leonard Bailey vidual Santa jars they made.
The club has eighteen memof Clinton.
The personnel at Haws had bers with Mrs. Don Livingston,
their Christmas pot-luck in the president, and Mrs. Arleigh
dining room and exchanged Cox, vice president. The Nuthes
gifts last Friday night. We not Auxiliary made and delivered
only have a competent and con- Christmas card holders to each
genial group but superb cooks patient.
At 5 p.m. Monday afterniion,
as well.
Sunday night Mr. and Mrs. the Youth Division No.1 ofSouth
Rodney Miller were hosts to Fulton Baptist Church, under
a buffet at the Holiday Inn. the leadership'of Mrs. Greg St.
The personnel and their hus- John, brought Christmas ciirds
bands, the physicians and their they made and a large attractive
wivoeise wLrnetagueasrtsr i
basket of fruit to be shared.
Merry Christmas.
ved Monday

telout .2ande44
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: I read
in the papers about the young
South African
fellow
who
sexually assaulted two women
nine times in rapid succession.
At his trial he said he lost
control of himself after eating several pieces of fruit from
the marula tree. According to
the defense lawyer, marula pips
have
been
used as an
aphrodisiac for centuries.
Will you tell me where marula
fruit can be purchased in the
United States? If a person has
to send away for it, who would
he write to? Also, please tell
me how come Americans have
not been let in on this secret? I
thought we were an advanced
civilization. Thank you.---Still
Hoping
Dear Still Marula pips are
not available in the United
States. According to my consultants on aphrodisiacs, this
"passion fruit" falls into the
same catagory as powdered
reindeer horns and monkey
glands. There is no scientific
evidence to support the claims
of sexual rejuvenation. In plain
English—forget it.
• • • •

Dear Ann
Landers: My
mother used to say,"Fools have
parties and wise people enjoy
them." I am beginning to realize
how right she was. I've spent
30 years entertaining clods who
never returned an invitation
or sent a thank you note.
I was always the one who gave
the going-away party or the
"Welcome to Houston" party.
I was the one who made social
contacts for the newly divorced
and the widowed. I was the nut
who had a dinner so "old acquaintances" could renew their
friendship and I never heard
from a single one of them until
the next year when they started
calling to ask if I was going to
give another one. I don't know
how many times I've introduced
interesting couples in my home
and the next thing I knew they
were entertaining each other
and leaving us out.
Here is my problem: My husband loves to have people
around. He is happiest when we
are entertaining. For example,
if I call him at his office and
ask if he'd like to have dinner
in town and go to the theatre,
he always inquires, "Did you
invite anyone else?" When I

say to him, "No--just us..."
he loses interest and says,
"Let's skip it."
What should I do, Ann Landers? Please rush your advice. It's time for another party.---Chump
Dear Chump: The first thing
you ought to do is examine your
motives. Why do you give parties? If it's so you'll be invited
back, quit, because it's not
working. If, on the other hand,
you entertain because your husband is happiest when people
are around, I say that's a
good enough reason. So, continue to be the hostess with the
mostest and stop thinking of
yourself as a chump.
•• • ••
Dear Ann Landers: Please
tell newlyweds not to have children unless they really want
them. My husband and I have
been married 16 years. We have
three sons. We didn't want any
of them. His parents kept bribing us and we were foolish
enough to go for it.
Every argument we have is
over the boys. Our marriage
would be perfect If it weren't
for these monsters. They have

ruined our relationship.
If we weren't afraid of what
people would say we'd put them
all up for adoption. We've discussed it many times but'we
don't have the nerve.
I am not completely sober
as I write this letter, but so
help, every word of it is true.
I hope you will print it for-the
benefit of young people who-are
very much in love--as we
were, once. I'd give anything to
turn back the clock.---Thrice
Erred
Dear Thrice I feel seity
for you -- but sorrier .for
your children. I hope you
consider counseling. You tined
it desperately. You said .,you
weren't sober when you wrote
to me. I hope you are sdber
when you read my advice. .
• • • ••
Too many couples go from
matrimony to acrimony. Don't
let your marriage flop before
it gets started. Send for "kin
Landers' booklet,"MarriageWhat To Expect." Send your, request to Ann Landers in Cire
of your newspaper enclosing40c
in coin and a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

Verp Itierrp efiri5tma5

HOSPITAL NEWS

Here's to your happiness on this heart-warming Christmas
Day. Were delighted and heartily grateful for the sincere
loyalty and good will of our fine customers. Many thanks.

NORMAN BENITETT, DISTRIBUTOR
Gulf Products

Page Street, Fulton

There is no
time like
Christmas
We wish you a Christmas
filled with brightness
and abundance.
'
0°
Htt4”

Sears Catalog Sales Office
Mall OM DWI 55

t

303 Broadway

7'u1ton, Tenn.
South'

The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Monday, December 20!
HILL VIEW
Frank Henley, Clinton; Earlie
Bishop, Hickman; Wanda House,
Fulgham; Wanda Bowden, Bates
Byars, Dukedom; Marjorie Butler, Wingo; Ruby Oliver, Cleo
Gray, Mayfield; Mae Henderson, Crutchfield; Mary Horn,
South Fulton; Ray Elam, Vernell
Jones,
Kimberly
Johnson,
James Choate, Clara McClendon; Fulton.
FULTON
Arnie Brown, Crutchfield;
Arthur Brown, Marvin Burkett,
Radle Carter, Cathy Hooper,
Buford Walker, Claude Locke,
Clinton; Edmond Clark, 011ie
Puckett, Wingo; Porter McClain, Mrs. W. D, Winstead,
Dukedom; Willie Mabry, Vick
Roper, Hickman; Attie Roberts,
Water Valley; Helen Asbell,
Walker,
Sherman
Oakton;
Burnie, Missouri; Mary Katherine Hancock, Harry Nash,
Tillman Adams, South Fulton;
LaNette Allen, Jewell Brady,
Myrtle Carr, Hillman Collier,
Ray Graham, Farrah Jones,
Terry Kephart, May Murphy,
Marie Newbern, Willie Rogers,
Burton Williams, James Carter, Thomas Corm, Fulton.

Dr. Harston
Resigns
Post Here
Dr. Marlow Harston has resigned his post as executive director of the Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health a n d
Mental Retardation Center here,
according to James L. Shumaker, chat rm a n of the regional
mental health organization's advisory board.
Dr. Harston came to Paducah

in May, 1967, and served as executive director of the mental
health center since that time.
He could not be reached to comment on his future plans.
Shumaker said the Rev. Jolly
Freeman of Paducah has been
appointed temporary acting director of the center.
He said the advisory board
currently is in the process of recruiting an executive director
and a psychiatrist for the regional center which serves

We hope your
holiday is filled
with fine
friends, good times.
Warm wishes.

CANNON AGENCY
Broadway, South Fulton

<X>

a

nine-county area. Ballard, Carlisle, Graves, Hickman, Fulton,
Livingston, Marshall, McCracken and Calloway counties all
are members of the mental
health region.

eheery
ereetings

Super Seasons Values

from

— City Super Drug

—
RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES
Chanel
Windsong
Chantilly
Revlon
Max Factor
Marie Barker

—City Super Drug —
AMBUSH
Canoe
Tabu
Bonne Bell
White Shoulders
Shalimar
Baccns

—City Super Drug —
GIFT WARE
Prince Gardner
Cut Glass
Timex
LOVE CAME DOWN AT CHRISTMAS,
LOVE ALL LOVELY, 1.0VE DIVINE;

A

LOVE WAS BORN AT CHRISTMAS;

Corday Parkins

STAR AND ANGELS GAVE THE SIGN.

—City Super Drug —

DEEP IN EVERY HUMAN HEART IS THE DESIRE TO LOVE AND BE LOVED.
AND THAT IS WHAT CHRISTMAS IS ALL ABOUT!
THE STORY IS TOLD OF A LITTLE GIRL WHO LIVED IN AN ORPHANAGE.
ONE DAY, WHEN NO ONE WAS LOOKING, SHE SLIPPED OUT OF THE HOUSE
AND WALKED ACROSS THE LAWN WHERE SHE FOUND A ROCK.

LIFTING THE

ROCK, SHE PLACED SOMETHING UNDER IT AND HURRIED BACK TO THE HOUSE,
ACROSS THE WAY A STRANGER, UNOBSERVED BY THE CHILD, HAD BEEN
WATCHING HER.

WHEN SHE DISAPPEARED HE WENT OVER TO THE PLACE

WHERE SHE HAD BEEN AND, LIFTING THE ROCK, FOUND A SMALL PIECE
OF PAPER WHICH CARRIED THIS MESSAGE, "WHOEVER YOU ARE, I LOVE YOU."
IT IS POSSIBLE TO GIVE WITHOUT LOVE BUT ONE CANNOT LOVE WITHOUT
GIVING.

SO, LOVE DID COME DOWN AT CHRISTMAS - GOD TOOK HIS GREAT

GIFT OF LOVE AND WRAPPED IT IN THE PERSON OF HIS SON - "FOR GOD
SO LOVED THE WORLD THAT HE GAVE HIS ONLY BEGOTTEN SON, THAT WHOSOEVER BELIEVETH IN HIM SHOULD NOT PERISH BUT HAVE EVERLASTING
LIFE." (John 3:16)
"WHOEVER YOU ARE, HE LOVES YOU!"
OF ALL GIFTS.

AND THAT LOVE IS THE GREATEST

IT IS OURS TO RECEIVE AND TO SHARE WITH ALL

PEOPLE. "FOR UNTO YOU IS BORN THIS DAY ... A SAVIOUR, WHICH IS
CHRIST THE LORD."

Luke 2:11

E W. JAMES & SON dB

SCRIPTO
Panasonic Radios &
Tape Recorders
Black Belt
Zippo
Hot Combs
Emeraude
Lamant

—City Super Drug
PARIS
Woodhne
Aphrodisia
Tigress
Brut
Canoe
Black Watch
Jade East

—City Super Drug -BONNE BELL
Kaywoodie Pipes
Old Spice
English Leather
All Polaroid Cameras
Kodak Cameras
Bell & Howell
Golden Aaiun
Prophecy

—City Super Drug408 Lisa Stroet
Fulton
Mr. and M.EMU Holt

UK Becoming Major Research Center

OW OPENI

TOWN & COUNTRY PIZZA HOUSE
Located 1 Mile South of South

Univeralty Of Kentucky President Otis Singletary says UK
has made major strides toward
becoming a major research
center during the past decade.
Speaking to a meeting of

Fulton on Martin Highway
Open Mon., Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat.
11 am.• 11 pm. Sundays 2 pm. - 9 pm.
Closed Tuesdays

REAL ITALIAN PIZZA
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

MONDAY 8. THURSDAY NIGHTS
Charcoal Grilled H•mburgers, SteaksI
PHONE 479-3561 for carryout service;

WHOLESALE PRICES EVERYDAY
BEAUTIFUL dLUE FACE

WATCH
6.95

ONLY

LARGE ASSORTMENT

RINGS
FOR MEN

WATCH

WITH CALENDAR
SWISS MADE
ONLY
WE A'

YU

$675

A POINTED

HELBROS WATCH

DISTRIBUTOR
''SAN. •I SOF

8 TRACK TAPES ONLY $
29 9
USE OUR LAY-A-WAY

DIXIE PRODUCTS
NEXT DOOR TO CONNER'S PHOTO
A DIVISION OF •NH
P •TO INC.
UNION CITY TENN.

TWELVE POINTER— Billy
Terrell Logan of Route 2,
Fulton, recently bagted this
Sotjth
nice 12-point buck. Mr. Logan
his deer in Weakley
killed
County.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

_

ifxvx-r.*ux-umvmvmvm-:x.k:x.9

3.4

1
6
441-c-

CRENSHAW -'S FULTON DISCOUNT
300 WEST STATE LINE

FULTON.KY.

COLOR CONSOLE PRICES START ATs540
new1972

ArAt/771
handcrafted

CIH 'cOlmVACI

,Igiant-screen consoles featuring Zenith's amazing
Black-Surround Screen for a brighter; sharper picture!

The HILLIARD • C4516W
Contemporary styled lowboy
compact console. Zenith AFC.
Automatic Tint Guard Control.
VHF/UHF Spotlite Dials. 5" x 3"
Twin-Cone Speaker.
The RIBERA • C4518
Mediterranean styled compact
console with casters. Flaring full
base and an authentic paneling
effect on sides. Zenith AFC.
Automatic Tint Guard Control.
VHF/UHF Spotlite Dials. 5" x 3"
Twin-Cons Speaker.

oxigstb.

*Bin
MERRy Ch121StMaS

The Management And All The Employees

• Chromacolor Picture Tube
• New Glare-Ban Picture Face
• New Customized Tuning
• Titan 80 Handcrafted Chassis
• Super Video Range Tuning Syste
• Gyro-Drive UHF Channel Selecto

We look back over the past year.
... a good one, full
of the enjoyment of life and count ourselves extra
fortunate to have friends such as you.
May the coming year have a full measure of
happiness. Anil for this season, again we say,

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

Zenith Quality Features

Mediterranean
Styling

MTh 111114
WICIAINAR

M EPPY clwistmas

1

Dv*: 50 Years
3.0 Bill Bradley, Manager
Mae (Mrs Hubert) Corum
Marie (Mrs. Harry) Sams
Service
Virginia (Mrs. Ftayford) Duke
Susan Warren Pearl (Mrs. James ) Mann
Experience
Mozelle (Mrs. Jim) Neeley
Mike Canter
itgraWarrAVX-VAVAC*WMKAVMECML-VMVAV:WSLV:W
akakkg
4
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SAO PAULO, Brazil — Nine of
Brazil's 11 automotive plants
are in Greater Sao Paulo.

1 4V

(Continued from Page 3)
he assured that •-good furniture
doesn't have nails in it. It's all
put together with pegs and
glue."
Mrs. McClellan not only
backed up his statement but
added a testimony to his excellence when she said that
"Lum is a perfectionist. Although he'd never tell you himself, each piece fits perfectly
into the other with no cracks
or holes — and no
nails."'
Although the years have
brought changesto McClellan's
life, his talent seems only to
have increased. And the appreciation of those who have
seen his
work has followed
that upward trend.
Today, the McClellans acknowledge modestly that people
'from all over the area drop
by" to admire their furniture.
"And we always enjoy having
people in to see it," Mrs. McClellan said.
Perhaps, though, the appreciation should be on the part
of people lucky enough to view
such fine, exquisite furniture
in the
home of people who
have added beauty to their own
small part of the world.

TOKYO — The Japan Monorail Association has a plan for
a 22.2-mile loop line around the
heart of Tokyo with Hamamatsucho, the terminal of the
Tokyo Monorail, as the starting point. The line would carry
420,000 passengers a day and
have 37 stations.

$
34

Auto Plants Bunched

LUM—

22-Mile Monorail
Planned For Tokyo

=IP

go about their business teaching students, engaging in research and making their expertise available to society in
general."

A winter landscape of yesteryear best
expresses the peace and contentment
of Christmas. May that peace,
contentment be yours.
We thank all
our patrons
for letting
us be of
service.

Your order ready in 15 minutes or less

WHITE OR BLUE FACE

P-5 Fulton Co. News, Wednesday, Dec. 22, 1971

Clitistmas Greetino

Choke of 10 varieties

WI
MAD
DAY & DATE

three Cynthiana civic clubs,
Singletary said more UK professors than ever before now
head national academic groups,
lecture at leading universities
around the world and "quietly

• 40 watt peak music power
solid-state amplifier
• FM/AM/Stereo FM Radio
• Separate jacks for Extension
Speakers and
Stereo Tape units
• Deluxe fine-furniture
cabinetry

The Mendelsohn• Model C907M
Classical Ea ly American Styling
in genuine Maple veneers and
select hardwood Solids
exclusive of decorative front.
A
agaN

The quality goes in before the name goes on.

ROPER TELEVISION

306 MAIN ST.

FULTON

472-3643

Over SOY
Service
Experience

P-6
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*atm la administered as a
Two species of bark beetles
Bride crown colony from the carry the fungus disease reFIJI Islands, more than 3,000 sponsible for the death of many
miles sway.
elm trees.

COMMERCIAL PILOTS UP
WASHINGTON — The total of
commercial pilots, who account
for 25 per cent of the 732,729 U.S.
total, increased 6 per cent from
176,585 in 1969 to 186,821 at the
end of 1970.

May the peaceful spirit

of the Christmas Season fill our hearts with
brotherhood and good will. It gives us deep pleasure
to extend fondest wishes for Happy Holidays to all!

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

Dukedom, Tennessee
PHONE 469-5414

Bids Seen
On Fulton - •
Fire Truck

Nearly 18 million visitors. a
record number, entered the na'
4rIV tmoral wildlife refuges last year.

FULTON, Ky. — The Fulton
City Commission this week:
Opened bids on a new fire
truck;
Approved a motion calling for
a monthly report from the police department on the number
of arrests made by each officer;
Heard plans for the park
board to erect a gymnasiumtype recreational facility at the
city park;
Heard a report from Texas
Gas Transmission Company on
increases in wholesale natural
gas rates.
In other business, Mrs. Dorothy McKnight was named tax
assessor for the 1972 tax year
at the established salary of $700,
and approval was given to the
installation of two street lights
near the entrance to Haws Memorial Nursing Home.
Payments on the new high
school were approved in the
amounts of $51,672.70 to McAdoo
Contractors, Inc., and $620.07 to
Peck Associates. In addition,
the commission accepted a $500
trust fund for perpetual upkeep
of the grave of the late Mrs.
Dola Bard, in accordance with
terms of her will.
It was voted by the commission to take all bids on the new
fire truck under advisement for
further analysis. Jim Hufft, city
manager, was present at the
meeting, and stated he and Fire
Chief Billy Meacham would
study the bicIS and make a reconnitendation to the commission
at a later date.
Five corn panics submitted
bids.
Several members of the park
board appeared before the commission, as did representatives
of the Urban Renewal Board,
requesting an allotment of $500
with which to prepare and submit an application for federal
funds to construct a neighborhood facility at the city park.

Plastic coated paper milk cartons were first introduced COMmercially in 1948.

Buford and Mildred Huffman
Fulton, Ky.
207 Commercial Ave.
Phone 472-2720

During Christmastime we extend
to all our neighbors and friends warmest
wishes for a wonderful holiday.

Slate Farm Insurance

This frosty
fellow
brings our
holiday wishes
and many
thanks for
all your
trust.

Dan Nix
Louise Wry
Commercial Ave.
Fulton

WE TAKE THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO
WISH ONE AND ALL

DUKE'S AUTO PARTS

(Derr Christmas
A. C. BUTTS and SONS
Grocery —Feeds— Seeds — Mill

Mr and Mrs. James Green
Terry Robey
Charles Sills
Don Green
Laverne

Virgil Covington
Henry Sills
Charles R. Bennett
Sublette

prossessmaressursartssiewcusemaizeztessercsutrucsessestatsizssucsamssussarrsztatractsaistuvetyszssostsarszaussactelivessacs,

The commission voted in fa- W
vor of granting the necessary W
$500 for initial planning.

Drawbridge
Very Small
HAMILTON, Bermuda — Bernuda's Somerset Bridge, known
is "the world's smallest draw.'
.ridge," opens a panel
fide eribtigh to pass a sailbOalq
last.

rr
_ .

Here's the way our new bank building in South Fulton looked the week
before Christmas...

WE WISH YOU
ERRY
And we hope we can help make your New Year happier
and more prosperous.
We look forward to being able to serve your banking needs
soon - - Be looking for the announcement of our Grand Opening - - - It won't be long.

Over the fields and through the
snow-covered countryside go our warmest
Christmas wishes. In this tradition, we greet
our friends and customers, with hopes for your holiday
happiness, and with genuine appreciation for your good will.

OF FULTON

I FARMERS EXCHANGE BANK!,
"Trying Harder To Serve You Better"
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when herds with 14,000 pounds
of milk average were fed an
average feed program per cow
of 16,300 pounds silage, 1800
pounds of hay and 5200 pounds
of grain. Compare the above
with herds of 10,000 pounds
milk average that were fed
13,000 pounds of silage, 1600
pounds of hay and 4400 pounds
of grain. The return above feed
cost per cow for the 1400 pounds
of milk per cow was $583 while
the return above feed cost for
the 10,000 pound cows was $427.
This might also be illustrated
another way. It would take 26
cows milking 14,000 pounds of
milk each to return $10,000
for labor and management while
It would take 40 cows milking
10830 pounds of milk each to return a similar amount to labor and management.

ORION COUNTY
COW TESTING
A summary of the Annual report of the Obion-Wealtley Dairy
Herd Improvement Association
during the annual meeting last
week reveals that 870 cows
on test by association members produced an average of
11,400 pounds of milk during
the past year and 449 pounds
of butterfat. This is an increase
of 510 pounds of milk over the
previous years record.
During
meeting Fred
the
Grasfeder was elected president of the association, John
Burrow, vice president, and
Jerry McMasters, secretary.
The Obion-Weakley Association now has 23 dairy herds
on test and Jimmy McMinn is
employed full time by
the
association as cow tester.
According to the Tennessee
DHIA Summary a good feeding program really pays well

And to all
Our
Sincere
Thanks!

Parts For AllElectric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

d1

"
S

Liquor Store

-CONVENIENT
LOCATION

SOYBEAN YIELDS
With most of the 1971 soybean crop harvested we have
received reports of a number
Of high yields on local farmers, Sonny Fox at Obion has
entered a soybean yield contest for the soybeans on one
farm that he operates. With 143
acres of Hood and York Soybeans on the farm he had an
average yield of 41.1 bushels
per acre. The beans were fertilized with 200 pounds of 020-20 fertilizer and preemerged with the full application rate
of Treflan and Lorox. The field
had previously been in corn for
several years.
One of the best fields of
no-till soybeans I observed this
year were grown by Jamie Wade
on the Robert Glasgow farm between Union City and Fulton.
The field produced 65 bushels
of wheat per acre and after
wheat harvest was planted In
York Beans.
An application
of Paraquot and Lorox Herbicides was applied broadcast.
This field was as tree of grass
and weeds as any soybean field
I have ever observed and made
a yield per acre of slightly
over 41 bushels of soybeans.
One of the secrets of high soybean production on the Robert
Glasgow farm Is the rotation
of fields from corn to pasture
to soybeans.
No wonder we find lots of
weeds in a lot of fields in Obion
County, because we recently
were informed that some fields
'may contain as much as one
and one-half tons of weed seed
per acre. Weed seed can accumulate in the soil with some
common weed seed germinating
after being covered with 18 inches of soil for 40 years. If
1971 was any indication we have
had an increase of weed seed
per acre.

F--Farm Income and Expense,
and other schedules used by
farmers are shown.

P-7 Fulton Co. News, Wednesday, Dec. 22,
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To Tour Britain
Two Obion Countians, Cynthia
Hill, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. C.
H. Hill of Troy,and Randall Keith
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Williams, Route 4, Union
City, are among the 47 Madrigal
Singers from Freed-Hardeman
College planning a three-week
tour to the British Isles.

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIFED HIWAY

FULTON, KY.

NOTICE TO PUBLIC

SCHOOLS
Secondary, $2.70 per KW
ALL ELECTRIC SCHOOL
Primary, $255 per KW
RATE- AES
Transmission. $2.45 per KW
AvaIlabIlIty
All Over 5,1)00 KW of Monthly
To schools or additions to schools
Billing Demand
where all energy requirements to
Secondary, $2.35 per KW
school or addition are served elecPrimary, $2.20 per KW
trically by Company (laboratory use
Transmission, $2.10 per KW
of other fuels for incidental and in- Plus Energy Charge of
structional purposes excluded from For first 200 Hours Use of Billing
this requirement).
Demand @ 0.724 per KWH
Rate
For next 200 Hours Use of Billing
I.7r per KWH.
Demand (a) 0.674 per KWH
Annual Minimum
For next 2(5) Hours Use of Billing
$12.00 per connected KW, excluding Demand @ 0.6I4 Per
air conditioning and equipment of Excess of 600 HoursKWH
Use of Billing
one KW or less. but nut less than Demand @ 0.55( per KWH
112000 per year.
Power Factor
COOKING FOR SCHOOLS
If customers' power factor is below
RATE (RESTRICTED) E
907,, Company may adjust mwomum
Restriction
KW load as follows:
Service available Only to schools us- Adjusted Maximum Load for Billing
ing electric cooking as part of home Purposes -economics program. Separate metMaximum load measured a 90%
ering required.
Power Factor (in percent)
Bate
Minimum BSI:
10.04 net per KWH for the first 20 Service under this schedule is nibRESIDENTIAL
RS-1 Applicable In town• with
KWH used per month
lea to a Monthly Minimum Charge
3.5( net per KWH for the next 280 equal to the greater of la) or lb):
population of 250 and
above.
KWH
(a) The kilowatt billing demand
S1.00 per month minimum to in- 2 254 net per KWH in excess of
charge (not less than 1000
clude 16 KWH used per
300 KWH
KW) plus 400 hours use of
Minimum
month
•
the kilowatt demand used for
5,04 per KWH for the next $4 S2.00 per month for first 6 connected
hilling purposes;
The new 1972 Farmers InKW plus 504 per month for each
KWH
(b) The kilowatt demand billing
come Tax Guide is now avail2.24 per KWH for the next 500 additional connected KW. Optional
K.
charge of not less than 60%
WH
annual
minimum
of $36.00 per year
of the contract capacity or
"able to Farmers at our office
1 7e per KWH for all in excess of for first 6 connected KW plus $6.00
1000 KW (whichever is great'and iS you would •like fe copy
per year lor each additional' e011600 KWH
er) plus the energy charge of
IIISSIIKINKIIIKMNINIPIIMIIIMIKilegailitialittellIKTIKEtateliltrittZtfa
1.24 per KWH for all off-peak wa- meted KW.
tOMPAIMPhintilaillW/CISMIMIVItteirfsttgaiMIPMMIi$111 we will be glad to give
400)
hours use of such KW
you one.
COMBINED LIGHTING AND
ter heating
demand.ig
If you cannot visit our office
COAL MINING POWER
FERS-1 (Full Electric R....Wen- POWER SERVICE RATE - LP
SERVICE RATE MP-1 -to get your Farmers Tax GuideHai Service) Supplement Maximum Load Charge
Kilowatt Billing Rate for Delivered Maximum Load Charge
to RS-I:
ji
call us and we'll mail you a
Voltage at:
Primary Service at nominal voltages
Rate Schedule RS-I shall remain in
First
2000
KW
of
Monthly
Billor more.
of
2400
Farmers Tax Guide.
effect for the first 1000 KWH used
ing Demand
$2.15 per kilowatt of the maximum
each month. AU KWH used in excess
;
The Farmers Tax Guide Is
Secondary, $2.00 per KW
load in the month.
of 1000 per month (excluding offPrimary, 11.83 per KW
Transmission Line Service at nominal
110
provided to help farmers prepeak water heating use) shall be
Transmission, $1.75 per KW
voltages of 34.500 or more.
billed @ 1.44 per KWH.
pare 1971 Federal Income Tax
All Over 2000 KW of Monthly
$2.05 per kilowatt of the maximum
RS-5:
Applicable
In
towns
with
Billing
Demand
load in the month.
returns., Tax rules of imporpopulation of 249 and
Secondary, $1.60 per KW
Plus an Energy Charge of
tance to farmers are explained
under, and MI rural terPrimary. $1.45 per KW
1 954 per KWH for the first 10,000
ritory.
Transmission, $1.30 per KW
KWH used per month
and examples are used to show
$1.50 per month minimum to in- Plus an Energy Charge of
1.054 per KWH for the next 490,how they apply to actual sitclude 20 KWH used per
2.654 per KWH for the first 2,000
000 KWH
month
KWH used per month
uations.
.554 per KWH for the next 500,5.54 per KWH for the next 80 1.354 per KWH for the next 8,000
000 KWH
This year's edition covers
KWH
KWH
.754 per KWH for the neat 1,000.2.24 per KWH for the next 500 1.254 per KWH for the next 90,000
the new
Asset Depreciation
000 KWH
KWH
KWH
654 per KWH for all in excess of
Range System and new rules
I.74 per KWH for all in excess of
1.054 per KWH for the next 400,2.000,000 KWH
600 KWH
for voluntary with-holding of
000 KWH
Minimum Annual Charge
1.35e per KWH for all off-peak
1.004
KWH
per
fOr
the
next
Not
500,lem than the greater (a) (b) or
Income tax on agriculture lawater heating
000 KWH
1cI as follows,
bor, and for depositing income
FERS-5 (Full Electric Residen- 0.904 per KWH for the neat 1,000.(a) $30.00 for each yearly period
000 KWH
for each kilowatt of capacity
tial Sees-Ice) Supplement
and social security taxes. Also
0.804 per KWH for all in excess of
reserved by the customer'. apto RS-5:
included is a reminder to farm2,000.000 KWH
.
Rate Schedule RS-5 shall remain in
plication.
0.704
per
KWH
for
effect
all
in
excess
for
the
of
first
(b)
$25.80 per kilowatt for pri1000
KWH
used
era of their possible liability
2,000,000 KWH and 50% load
each month. All KWH used in exmary deltvery or $24.60 pet
for Federal Use Tax on Highway
factor and
cess of 1000 per month (excluding
kilowatt for transmit...on de0.604 per KWH for all in excess of
off-peak water heating use) shall be
livery, for each yearly period
Motor Vehicles. Filled-in sam6,000,000 KWH and 50% load
billed @ 1.44 per KWH.
based on highest monthly maxples of the Federal Income Tax
factor
Minimum charges on
imum load during such yearly
Annual
Minimum
Residential Rates
return, Form 1040, Schedule
$24.00 per kilowatt (Secondary DeRS-I single phase service =
(c) getle
ordMined by any special inlivery) or $22.20 per kilowatt (Pri$1.00 per month
vestment required to serve.
mary Delivery) of the greater of (a)
RS-5 single phase service
WATER PUMPING SERVICE
highest maximum load during con$1.50 per month
RATE M
tract year or (b) 60% of contract 2.40( per KWH for the first 5.000
Three phase service =
capacity, but not less than $240.00
KWH used per month
$5.00 per month
per year for secondary delivery or
FEES-I or FEES-5 =
2.154 net per KWH for the neat
1555.00 per year for primary deliv$5.00 per month
5,000 KWH
cry. Transmission minimum depends
477-1651
1.904 net per KWH for the neat
upon
facilities
necessary
to serve.
10,000 KWH
GENERAL SERVICE
HIGH LOAD FACTOR
1.654 net per KWH for all in excess
GS-1. Applicable in towns with
RATE -HLF
of 20,000 KWH
population of 250 and
Kilowatt Billing Rate for Delivered Monthly Minimum
above.
Voltage at:
The greater of $3.00 Or month minimum to inFirst 2.000 KW of Monthly Bill(a) 504 per HP (Tow Connectclude 50 KWH used per
ing Demand
ed). hut not less than $10.00
month
Secondary, $3.05 per KW
(b) $1.0) per connected HP (ex6.04 per KWH for the next 50
Primary. $2.90 per KW
dude standby equipment and
KWH
Transmission, $2.80 per KW
fire pumps)
4.04 per KWH for the next 400.
Next 3.000 KW of Monthly Bill.
(c) Based on required special asKWH
ins Demand
vestment
2.84 per KWH for the next 1,500
STREET LIGHTING SERVICE RATE
KWH
RATE PER LIGHT PER YEAR
2.24 per KWH for all in excess of
RATE
2,000 KWH
Standard
GS-5: Applicable In towns with INCANDESCENT SYSTEM
Ornamental
1,000 Lumens (Approximately)
population of 249 and
$ 18.00
$ 24.00
2,500 Lumens (Approximately)
$ 21.00
under, and in all rural
$ 28.00
4,000 Lumens (Approximately)
52700
territory.
536.00
6,000 Lumens (Approximately)
36.00
$550 per month minimum to in$ 45.00
10,000 Lumens (Approximately)
$ 48.00
clude 50 KWH used per
560,00
MERCURY VAPOR
month
3,500 Lumens (Approxonately)
7.04 per KWH for the next 50
$ 42.00
$ 60.00
7,000 Lumens (Approximately)
KWH
$ 48.00
$ 65.00
10,000 Lumens ( ApproximatelY)
4.04 per KWH for the next 400
$ 55.00
$ 70.00
20,000
(Approximately)
Lumens
$ 64.00
KWH
76.00
35,000 Lumens (Approximately)
.$132.00
2.84 per KWH for the next 1,500
1185.00
FLUORESCENT
KWH
20,000 Lumens (Approximately)
2 24 per KWH for all in excess of
$ 75.00
$ 87.00
CUSTOMER OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE
2,000 KWH
The Company to furnish the lamp complete with fixture, reflector, conMinimum charge on Rate. GS-1
trol and 4 foot mast arm. Service and installation of fixture to be made on
and GS-li
53.00 per month (GS-1) or $3.50 per an existing pole.
Penavoon. TectIncoicx• [g
L
I. Mee
553.50 per lamp per month for each 2500 lumen Incandescent Lamp.
month (GS-5) for the first 20 KW
$4.00 per lamp per month for each 3500 lumen Mercury Vapor Lamp.
or less of estimated demand. When
$4.50 per lamp per month for each 7000 lumen Mercury Vapor Lamp.
the demand is estimated to exceed
Restricted to those fixtures in service on 12-15-71.
20 KW, a demand meter is installed,
and the minimum bill will be in- Minimum Terrn of Contract:
Not less than five years.
created by 81.50 per KW for regisTEMPORARY LIGHTING ANPOWER
tered demand in excess of 20 KW in
\.
SERVICE -CARNIVALS,
the current month or 75% of the
'ETC.
maximum demand in excess of 20 Nominal primary voltages where available
2400Y, 4160Y, 7200Y, 6320Y and 12,470Y
KW registered in the preceding 11
Rate for Service For Connected Load- of
months, whichever is greater.
Minimum charge shall be on •
In Excess of In Excess of In Excess of In Excess of
Up to and 235 KW and 5 KW and 73,1 KW and 10 KW and
cumulative annual basis that starts
including
on the month in which the meter
including
including
including
including
23,5 KW
SEW
was installed or service was first
731 KW
10 KW
15 KW
6 Nights
$16.00.
$30.00.
taken.
140.130
$50.00
$70.00
14.00
25.00
37.00
Electric Space Heating Rider- 5 Nights
47 00
60 00
4
Nights
12
00
21.00
34.00
4500
Rate 33
60.00
3 Nights
Availability
or less
10.00
18.00
34.00
As Rider to GS rate schedule., for
45.00
60,00
For each KW connected load in excess of 15 KW add $2.00 for 6 Mehra
electric space heating loads of 5 KW
or more, when Company service is or less.
For each night in excess of 6 (in succession) add 1.30 per 11W per night
primary source of heat for full heatIn view of the fact that some all night lighting is often necessary for
ing treason. Special metering required.
security purposes and for brine quarters in trailers attached to the carnival
Rate
or show, there will be permitted without additional charge, under the schedI.74 per KWH
ule, • continuous supply of electric service not to exceed 5% of the contract
Minimum
WOO per connected KW but not less load.
F1'EL ADJUSTMENT CLAUS/it weighted average cost of Company
than $5500 per heating season.
generated and purchased energy Is
Rate Schedule.
OFF-PEAK WATER
RS-I, EERS-1, RS-5, PERS-5, AES, above or below the average cost for
HEATING (OMN)
Rate 33, GS-1, GS-5, LP, HLF, E. the three month period ending August
For Domestic. General, or Commer- OPWH, MP-1, M and St. Lt. have 31, 1971. This determination •v411 be
cial uses located on existing mcond- the following Fuel Adjualment Clause made monthly based on the cost in
Um most Mast three nvosalui. The
ary limes of the Company, far "OE- applicable,
KWH charge will be computed to the
Peak" Electric Water Heating ServFuel Clause:
nearest $.0IX)1 per KWH based on
ice. Special metering required
The charge for KWH delivered on- sales in the period and the Mile cons.
Rate
der this rate schedule will be increased puled hereunder will be rounded to
17e per KWH
or decreased by the amount that the the nearest cent.
Minimum
$1.00 per month per installation, and
when service is combined with RS or
GS service, the minimum of the RS
or GS Rate will apply

BUM, WINE

-PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

COLD BEER

By The Bottle

Ii

K. P. DALTON,SR.

Or

RS'

By The Case

Kentucky Utilities Company
has filed with the Public Service Commission of Kentucky
notice of a proposed general increase and adjustment of its
tariff of electric rates. The rates
are to become effective May
15, 1972. unless sooner approved by the Commission. A
public hearing concerning the
rates will be held by the Commission at its offices in the Old
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky, on December 29, 1971,
at 10 a.m., Eastern Standard
Time. The proposed rates in
condensed form are as follows:

,

P. DALTON, JR.

it

TON

Now flint Saturday

eqs the joy. light
and love of this Christma,s
season, radial their
blessings upon all, we sincerely
wish our good friends in
the community a holiday
filled with life's
most treasured gifts.

"I OREATEPIC!"

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN
LITRE BIG MAN"
Sun. - Mon. & Tues.
Double Feature!

"WILD IN
THE STREETS"
- And "WILD ANGELS"
Both In Color!

Hearty greetings are
sent your way for the
merriest Christmas!

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

C

11
,i1Pr‘Li

MERRY
'CHRISTMAS
Santa's making a list of
all our friends so that he
can be especially
good to each of you.

W

Mrs. George Kirkland who run
a grocery store In same building occupied by the New CenTHE FULTON
caged owl hanging on the out - tury Hotel on Lake Street.
(Continued from Page One)
side. Down the street on the
The popular tonsorial parlor,
agent for the famous "Indian" opposite corner was the world's run by Mr. Ed Hannephin on
department
store, Lake Street with wall racks of
make. His Main Street shop greatest
by J. shaving mugs, with individual
keeps busy with the local swain "The Globe" owned
Wood,
Kelly
who
married
the names of customers on each.
in for repairs.
Dr. Nolem Hughes announces
chore: Carrying beautiful Miss Hattie AnderMorning
the opening of his office for the
music roll for latest 'girl o' son.
Mr. Billy Carr about with practice of osteopathy in brick
the day crush' to Miss Mayme
Burrows' studio, on grounds his Setter hunting bird dogs building in corner of yard of
and Miss Kate busy with her Squire Adrian McDade on State
of Carr Institute.
Mr. Parker always looking chores. Across the street lives Line Street across from Methso astonishing neat and clean Dr. W. W. Gourley in the old odist Church.
with
home
Mr. Theodqr_e_Dreiser, N.Y.
with his flour covered clothes original Carr
George, Josephine, Mary, Lou- author, rerhartied to a friend
at Browder Mill.
with that he felt as though should
Continued progress: Widen- ise, Harry and Frank
be ever come to Fulton, that
ing and deepening Harris Fork Mrs. Gourley.
Mr.
Reed
visiting
in
town
he would feel well acquainted
dredge crew and
Creek by
with
his
wife;
the
latter,
daughwith many people, as Dr. ArComerecting a new bridge on
ter of Mr. and Mrs. 'Doc' thur Freeman had so vividly
mercial Avenue.
Mr. Will Whitnel has accept- Farmer. Mr. Reed was in- described many, many to him.
ed the duties as head coach jured when the Meadows Hotel He said that the community was
Carr Institute football caught fire. Mr. Sam McCall most fortunate to have such
for
squad. He is former manager with his ever present ploka dot individual citizens of character.
pr. Marshal Alexander and
of the Vanderbilt "Commo- bow tie with wing collar, jauntily on way to office of Fall brbther, Mr. Charley of Jordores."
and
McCall
Insurance.
dan
Mr.
busy with breeding their
Seeing Miss Maude Paschall
coming home from work at John F. Fall, Fulton mayor.The thoroughbred horses for the
Weak's Store to her mother's latter's name on brass plate of show ring and to 'better the
home on Second Street, also the newly purchased American breed'.
Mr. Walter Ridgeway with
noting a good looking young LaFrance fire truck.
Rucker Bros. Grocery store wife and daughter, Hazel, sitlady nattily attired, homeward
on
Walnut
Street
employed
ting
Raiin buggy viewing an airDivision
at
bound from duties
Office. (Could it be Miss Hor- ford Knighton to deliver gro- plane exhibition over Fulton
ceries with team of ponies, who one Sunday afternoon. The plane
tense Johnson?)
James W. Gordon and James ran away frequently when train crashed Into Walnut Street killing the horse to their buggy
Snow opened the modern Owl whistle blows.
Familiar daily faces: Mr.and without inturv to them,
Drugstore on 'The Hill'. One

P-8

el

est wishes to all.

Warren Jewelry Store
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

,Fulton Co. News, Wednesday, Dec. 22, 1971

-

I

The old 'Five Points' on
Tennessee side now has become apartments. It was the
former dry goods store
of
Mr. Will Meadows who occupied
it for years.
Interest is being shown in
the first Boy Scouts of America to be organized here. A
troop has been formed by the
first Scoutmaster, Mr. Stackhouse, who is an associate of
Mr. Fred Alcott. The headquarters are located upstairs
in an old tobacco warehouse at
Second and Carr Streets.
Signs of Spring: Mr. George
Creedle sitting in his easy chair
at his coalyard office Tenn.
side of West
,State
Line
Street.
Mr. Creedle is
of
tremendous size,
about 350
pounds.
Add sad note: Mr. Charley
Rice lost his life by a streetcar, when visiting his daughter,
Miss Pearl, at Chevy
Chase, Washington, D.C.
Emancipation Day,
August
8th being celebrated by the
people who go North via I.C.
RR excursion trains from Mississippi, Memphis through Fulton to Cairo and Chicago. All
seem
to enjoy it all while
aboard, even in the summer
heat.
-"and let there be light."
The new White Way of electric street lights on Lake Sire(Continue on next Page)
a-

seatossaisswatwasenramosura

ITS emwsuvvis
.441,

I
fey to the
world
and peace
to all on
Christmas
Day.

GAMBIER': STUDIO
COMMERCIAL

YOU ALWAYSGREENSAVESTAMPS
MORE WITHAT LIBERTI
L THE PRICES IN THIS DEC.
AD GOOD24. N
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ALL OF US AT LIBERTY WISH EVERYONE AVERY MERRY XMAS. IN I
ORDER THAT OUR EMPLOYEES MAY SPEND XMAS WITH THEIR
FAMILIES WE WILL CLOSE AT 7:00 PM FRIDAY, DEC. 24.

EVER'

irs'Ifittlit'JTATElifi'T

u e extend to you
At
our wish that merriment may brighten your
happy home, all season long.

4 MISS LIBERTY
I
g LONG SANDWICH

Hickman - Fulton

Counties
Rural Electric Co-operative Corporation

.
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KRAFT COOKING
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0.14116.

LB CAN

GIANT PKG

111111111101MIIK
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KRAFT HILADELPHIA
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e
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I KRAFT

SHORTENING
LIMT 1

TALL
CANS

1111lailItetiatift

t

g BREAST OF CHICKEN
61
/
2 02 CAN

24 OZ BOTTLE

PKG67

32 02 BOTTLE

KELLY'S
WITH BEANS

HUNTS

208 Main St.
Phone 472-1351
Fulton, Kentucky

1
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With best wishes for
a happy, holy holiday, we send greetings and gratitude
to you. May the
blessings of Christmas ever be yours.

I 5113 BAG

flg.......,........
SAW 324 OFF RED
PRICE
a
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SAB
LA9DIEI.
S.
SING 16An QT JAR

In the
Spirit of
Witas

I

2.90,si
„PKGS

24 OZ

wiwa
traT
t
AU T""
WITH
COUPON
COLONIAL
COKE!

1 14ORTONS

ARIOUR

12 OZ

I MORTONS

HALF GAL

gKRAFT PARKAY CORN

1

WRAP
WITH COUPON

WITH BEANS
LBS $11 PARTY PAK WHOLE

WITH
cOUPON

18 IN X 25 FT ROLL

CANS

•TENNESSEE

QT JAI

g TENNESSEE

NO 21
/
2 CAN

GARDEN DE

1ALL SWEET

HATS WHOLE SPICED

ig

KRAFT TASTY

LDEL MONTE FRUIT

303 CANS

1ig VE
KRACVEETA

IHERSHEY INSTANT

LB BOX 0a
I HUNTS 46 OZ CAN
1;9
19
L
STATE FAIR

41FRESH TUBI

01 PM

TURNERS

II 0

IIORTONS

HALF GAL

!FRUIT F

DEL MONTE SEEDLESS

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
LIMIT 5

REELFOOT

F LANTERN

cars 11PUMPION
S
ROM. PRINCE NO 3

Moment

14 02 BOTTLE
5nt ti•IiiiiiiilAKIIKINLIMIOKIIIIMIIILPI SIIIIIKWILIWEIMIK•111115:: elms
SQUAT CAN 33 1 DEL MONTE CUT
303 CAN

LB CTN

2 CANI1

COCONUT

A Quiet

WALL

15 02 PNG

1402 PKG

HONEYSUCKLE

LB BAG

Pl!I
.K

CP

SALMON

at1 CHARMIN

TALL CAN

BATHROOM

DEL MONTE 46 OZ CAN

As this-Christmas Season drdws to a close,
we wish, at this quiet moment to ofier this
simple, but heart-felt "Thank You" to all.
May your fireside be one of contentment.

RIBUILTIT TRACTOR CO.
"Your John Deere Dealer"

CHOCOl

HALF GAL

41
A:
620KCOGTCsT21
9

LBS

L PKGS

BOX

LIBERTY COUPON
COLONIAL
518 BAG 29'

LIBERTY COUPON

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

LIBERTY COUPON

ALCOA ALUMNUM

SUGAR
101""G89t COFFEE
6 01 JAR 89' WRAP 18 IN a 25 FT ROLL39
COUPON WORTH 50'
CuUNN WORTH 40'
COUPON WORTH 20'
With This Coupon &7" Add. Pur. Exc. Tab
Dairy Roducts & Ads. Tom Turkeys &
Whole Hams
VOIDAFTER DEC 24, 1971

WITH THIS COUPON
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY
VOID AFTER DEC 24, 1971

WITH THIS COUPON
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
VOIDLIMIT 1 PER FAMILY

ROLLS

[BUTT COMA
PARKAY CORN 011.

MARGAR
INE 3LBS
COUPON WORTH 53'
WITH THIS COUPON
OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY

111P470411
FA RKAY

OLE
TEISUN GR1

JUIC

VOID AFTER_DLC 24, 1971.......•

THE FULTON THAT WAS-(from preceding page)
et turned on via wireless impulse sent by Hardeman Howard
to Mayor Robert Chowning on
speakers stand at fountain on
Lake Street. The celebration
a colorful
Included
which

B

est wishes for a holiday season
filled with happiness and good cheer. And
sincere thanks for your patronage.

parade of great length. Autos 'Sunday afternoon band congaily decorated with bunting, certs at water trough on Lake
Street; Mr. DeMeyer conductetc.
Mr. Sid Scott, industrious ing with Bowling Rooney with
his French horn, Sam DeMeyer
WalJob printer, at his shop on
nut Street. Always the gentle- and coronet and Wayne Lennox
and tuba.
man, even though somewha
Itedpath and Chautau9ua sea hard of hearing.
son tickets being offered for
sale. Program includes John
Phillip Sousa's Navy Band, Hon.
William Jennings Bryan, the
silver
tongue
orator, and
others.
Mr. Millard Fillmore DeMeyer with natty handlebar
mustache arranging
attractive window display of the
season's best offering of miOnce again, we say
lady's costume Jewelry. In same
building is Dr. House, proto you "Merry
fessionally grinding away on
Christmas" and add
optical lenses for glasses so
our genuine apprethat others may have better
vision.
ciation for all the
The 'depot restaurant, opernice things you've
ated by Smoot Morris and Mordone for us!
ris Chowning, extend to customers alighting from passenger trains quick efficient service of appetizing food.
Springtime evenings on Third
Street:
Miss Helen Caldwell
at the piano accompanied by
brothers Hal and Bob, rendering classical compositions of
the old masters.
Sad mission to deliver Western Union telegram to Mrs.
Billheimer informing
her of
the death of her husband in a

Col. RUBERT AINLEY
Ainley's Auction Service

Fulton Theatre Bldg.

Col. CHARLES W. BURROW
ROY D. TAYLOR
Real Estate Brokers

MORE AT LIBERTY PLUS YOU GET S & H
AMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE.
I
THIS AD GOOD NOW THRU FRIDAY,
DEC. 24.

distant city. She is daughter cif
Captain Nanney, Veteran of the
Army of C.S.A. Captain Naruiey
recently lost his son, Aubrey,
in train accident at New Yard.
Touring the Gold n West: Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Thomas, sons,
Marion and Richard have left
in their new Franklin all aluminum air-cooled car for California.
A Charlie Chaplin double: Gus
Meacham, with his amusing repertoire of comical gags and
antics. His originality impressive enough to receive an invitation to make screen test
in Hollywood.
Much interest manifested in
appearance of Halley's comet.
Lights up the skies
nightly
with its elongated “tail". It
will not reappear until the year
of 1986 (76 years).

-9P

Cheery as a poinsettia,
enduring as an evergreen
are our wishes for
you and yours,

Union Membership
Higher By 542,000
WASHINGTON — Membership in labor unions and public
and professional employe associations in the United States in:leased by 542,000 to 22.6 million, between 1968 and 1970, the
Labor Department reports. Of
the 1970 total, 20.7 million were
members of labor unions and
1.9 million belonged to employe
associations.

LIBERTY MARKETS
MURRAY, KY., HAZEL HWY
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
MARTIN, TENN.

Fulton Singer Sewing Center
South Fulton. Tenn.
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1
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US CHOICE SHOULDER
SWISS

ALL MEAT
12 OZ
PKG

LB

to you with
a list of merry
wishes and
thanks for
(s."--"--3
your loyal support.

ROPER TELEVISION

1
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I

GRADE A
5 TO 7 LB AVG LB
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1...0.....inwawasammenouswasw.
i JUST ARRIVED FROM FLORIDA TWO TRUCKLOADS OF CITRUS FRUITS. YOU
I WILL FIND THE LARGEST & FRESHEST VARIETY OF FRUITS AT LIBERTY.

g

Mai11•11MINfift11113114111011mMia

serve you throughout the year,and it's our
privilege to greet you and wish
you the merriest Christmas ever.

Graddy's
STANDARD SERVICE STATION
4th & Lake Streets
...Fulton, Ky.
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wishing

you twelve
months of...

Lions Hold Annual Tourney

HAPPINESS
Stop in and pick up your
FREE 1972 DESK CALENDAR!

314

Fall & Fall, Insurance Agency
"Ask your neighbor about our Service"
214 Main Street

134

Phone 472-1061

42KM-VMVA4g..%vmv..'

W. L JENNINGS (left), master mechanic for the Illinois
Central Railroad Co., presents Billy G. Dunning, mechanical
foreman of the Paducah branch of the IC, with a 25-year
service award. Dunning, a native of Fulton, began working
as a brakeman for the IC at Fulton to 1943. First working
as an electrician at the Paducah IC shops In 1981, he also
has served as gang foreman and district foreman.

The seventh annual Martin
Lions Invitational Basket'all
Tournament will be staged in
the U-T Martin Field House
on December 27, 28, and 29,
Paul Kelley, Tournament Director, announced today.
Host team Westview and
five area high school teams
including Kenton, Trenton,
Dresden,
Trezevant, and
Union City will participate in
the holiday tournament. Lexington won the 1970 event defeating
Westview for the
crown.
Two games will be played
on Monday, December 27, and
Tuesday, December 28, with
the championship and consolation games being played on
Wednesday, December 29.
Game times each night are
7:00 and 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $1.00 a person
for each session. Children of
pre-school age will be admitted free of charge. Only
TSSAA passes will be honored
"The

tournament

will
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FARMING EQUIPMENT — HOUSEHOLD SALIN

match six fine teams," Kellen'
commented. "With the caliber of teams participating,
every game should be a thriller."
According to James Green,
president of the MartinLions,
the annual tournament is the
organization's
big
fundraising program of the year.
"The proceeds will housed
in Lions Club projects during
the next year, and participating teams will share in the
gate receipts," Green stated.

FELIX DAVIS, Auctioneer
South Fulton, Tennessee

6 Years' experience in the auction business
Phone 901-479-1S4$

License No. 395

-The Auction Way is the Fair Way"

TVA Purchases
Topped $1 Billion
KNOXVILLE, Term. — Tennessee Valley Authority purchases totaled more than $1 billion in the fiscal year that ended June 30. This was the most
In the agency's history, largely
due to coal purchases and orders placed for nuclear powerplant fuel and equipment.

• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

• the mast sincere expression we
know ti snv.y our appreciation for
your friendliness and patronage this
past year.

FULTON BANK
.The
. Big Friendly Bank
Collins Street

Fulton, Kentucky

The following is written about
our good friends, Mr. and Mrs.
N. C. Dalton at Dalton's Store:
"Where Friends Gather."
There is a little store at
the end of this road
We all gather there when
we're tired of our load.
As we go in the door thre
Is N.C. sweeping the floor.
There is Ruby over by the
shelf cleaning out what he left.
We see them putting groceries in a sack
Ringing up change and saying
come back.
On near the back there is
a long bench
Unless you talk loud and fast
you haven't a chance.
You look over the chairs
About the same old bunch
are sitting there.
We laugh and talk and at
the end of the day
You see them leaving and going their own way.
N.C. says what a day this
has been
Ruby replies, I thought it
would never end.
Then they frown with a thought
of borrow,
Knowing they will all be back
tomorrow.
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_MERRY
CHRISTMAS
T

ime to wish all of our good friends and
loyal customers a merry holiday season full
of peace and happiness. We extend our
heartfelt thanks to you and your families
for your loyal patronage during the year.

Ray flit Blessings) of(fluisfmas
you AisSteon

GREEN'S GARAGE
118 Broadway — South Fulton, Tenn.
Phone 479-1961

CITY TIRE COMPANY

knock.
Look at each other-with shy
,
little grins,
And say what would we do
without our friends.

WI 14014101.1
master

CLASSIFIED ADS

charge

'Ha loor AAAAAA LAND

So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5ç per word
to reach
6,500 Homes

ttift#
vel,tuctp
May all the traditional joys
of Christmas be yours... good
friends and good times,
gifts and greetings. And
know that our greetings are
warmly sincere, with
grateful thanks for
your loyal patronage.

LET US BOARD your mall
animals during Christmas vacation. Poodle Pamper Parlor.
179-2229

'RENT Wheelchairt crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
Fulton, tly
AVON CALLING!

%,t this splendid time
of the year, we hope
you and your family
are rejoicing for all the
beautiful things that
Christmas brings. We
rejoice in your good
will. It is gratifying to
serve you,and hope we
can continue to do so.

Excellent Earning opportunitie.s in established Fulton City
lerritory (Deepwood). Cali or
o rite Mrs Margaret Taylor,
Box 1022, Paducah. Kentucky
42001 Phone 502-998-2708
—F01-time. Excellent
,
GLP11
salary and fringe benefits. For
further information, contact
William Little, administrator,
Clinton-Hickman County Hospital and Extended Care Facili•
ty, Clinton, Kentucky.

FIREWORKS
All the new space age fire,orke,. Plus the best of the old.
Discount to quanity buyers
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ALLEN'S POTTERY
Martin Highway
South, Fulton, Tenn.

117,e
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WANTED!
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.00

Cars Willa Square Tim

—
Stokes Chevrolet Co., Inc.
— and —
Stokes Oil Company
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—From All Of Us At

Hickman, Ky.

I
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Wheels Balanced
WHEELS ALIGNED(
City Tire Co.
lot W. State Line
a. Fulham Pb 4714141
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Alleluia.' Alleluia.,nroughout the
world all are filled with
gladness. It is the birthday of
Our Savior... the Lord. }karts and
souls are rich in love resounding.
..
,As,
Choirs sing hymns ofpeace and/or.;,
the glorious season wraps IIS in

and
full
our
Hies
ear.

In

peaceful thoughts and true reflections of the first _Holy Night, let us
pray that this is the way it always will,
be. rhat everyone, here and the world
over, willfind time for understanding. Our
Christmas wish is that you and your loved
ones will share this season's
blessings. NM and in the days to come.

The Management And Employees Of The

"H-I-S Sportswear"

Hearing Is Concluded At MSU
— A
MURRAY, Ky
fatuity disciplinary hearing for
'our black students charged

with disrupting an alumni
homecoming luncheon at Mur•
ray State University was corn-

'May each of us
bring the best
of our hearts
and souls to 'Rim
as we celebrate again
the miracle of Ills love.

The committee has the power
to suspend, expel, or place the
students on probation.
pleted Friday, but the comProf. William Cherry,. chairmittee did not inform the stu- man of the committee, said
dents of Its decision.
that in compliance with university regulations, the committee
will make no public announcement of the proceedings or the
decision. He said the students
will be notified of the committee's decision by certified
mail.
Murray State President Harry M. Sparks said that the Nov.
6 demonstration was a protest
of the rejection by the University Student Council and Board
of Regents of the Black Student
Union's request for $2,000 from
the school for its student activiies.
The four students Involved In
he hearing were among more
han a dozen BSU members
who entered the luncheon hall
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Four Jobs Eliminated
The jobs of three men at the
Reidland District -Highway Department office will be affected
by the new Democratic state
administration's cutback in jobs
in the public information and
highway departments.
The position of equipment inspector in the highway department has been abolished by the
new administration, and three
men now are employed at the
Reidland office in that position.
They are Gerald Sinter of Mar-------carrying the Black nationalist
flag.
The four are: Michael Lowery, Madisonville, president of
the BSU; James Van Leer II,
Madisonville;
James Mapp,
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Ulysses Parker, Louisville.

ray, Joe Hour of Clinton, and
J. L. Perry of Marion. All the
men have been with the office
less than four years, according
to Highway Engineer Jack
Gray.
A fourth opening for equipment inspector at the office is
vacant, Gray said.
The job cuts were announced

Thursday in Frankfort by Highway Commissioner Charles
Pryor Jr., and Tommy Preston,
assistant to Gov. Wendell Ford
for communication and irtforma-

More than 2,500 gallons
water may evaporate from
acre of forest in one day.

Lake County 73
South Fulton 56
Lake County dealt South Fulton
its eighth loss of the season by
whipping the host Red Devils,
73-58, here Friday night.
Ronald Williams and Dale
Yates paced the South Fulton
attack wth 15 points each .

1-Merry
Christmas wreath surrounds
our best wishes
for your happiness.
••

........
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•
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Ann and Billy Grooms
FLORISTS
Collinwood, South Fulton
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Folks, we hope Old Santa spends extra time
unloading good things from his pack when he
comes to your tree. Because we've had the
pleasure of your friendship we say: "Christmas
couldn't happen to nicer people!"

CITIZENS BAN
Hickman, Kentucky

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Charles Jobe
Harold Pewitt

Carolyn and James Needham
Ralph Smith

g
g
of
lAt the
g
g season of holly and
g
mistletoe, it is our
g
g
g special pleasure to wish you
g
g a Merry Christmas and to express our
g
t thanks for your patronage throughout the year.g
g
g
Arie Olds
g
Bobbie Douglas
g
g Paul and Marcelyne Billings,owners 1g

DEATHS
Tom B.Bland

William B.Lanus

Tom B. Bland, 65, retired
William Bryan
Lane
ICRR conductor and father of 309 Broadway, South F
John Bland of South Fulton,
died suddenly of a heart attack at his home, 108 Alexander Street, Jackson, Tennessee,
Wednesday, December 15,
Mr. Bland was well known
in Fulton, having participated
in the Ken-Tenn Invitational
Golf Tournament for the past
few years. He was a member
of the West Jackson Baptist
Church, F 8, AM
Jackson
Lodge No. 45, member of Al
Chymia Temple, Order of the
Shrine and a member of the
U.T.U.
Besides his son, he leaves
his wife, Mrs. Willie Maxwell
Bland, Jackson, Tennessee;five
sisters, Mrs. Kelly Potts,
Mooresville, North Carolina,
Mrs. Virginia Long, Surfside Beach, South Carolina,
Mrs. Grace Shurley of Pine
Hurst, North Carolina, Mrs.
Sarah Setzer, Orlando, Florida
Miss
Wilma
Bland,
and
Gastonia, North Carolina; two
brothers, Barry B. Bland, Long
Beach, North Carolina, and
Bruce Bland, Rallegh, North
Carolina, two grandchildren,
Angela Lynn Bland and Sean
Thomas Bland, both of South
Fulton.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Friday, December 17, at the
Lanier Funeral Home,Jackson,
Tennessee with the Rev. Paul
Lyles, pastor of the First United Methodist Church m Jackson
and the Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of the South Fulton Baptist
Church, officiating. Interment
was in Hollywood Cemetery in
Jackson.

Vodie C. Floyd

died suddenly, Saturday
ing, December 18, at the
of his daughter, Mrs.
F rankum, in St. Louis,
sour'. He was 75.
Born in Dyer County,
nessee June 21, 1896, h
the son of John H, and Xi

Inc Hampton Lancaster. A

for the IC Railroad, he r
10 years ago and was am'
of the First United Met
Church.
Survivors include one c
ter, Mrs. Mary Franku
Louis, two sons, George
caster, Flossmoor, Illino
John E. Lancaster, Hoba.
diana, 6 grandchildren I
great grandchildren; onz
ther, Charlie Lancaster,
one sister, Mrs. Eunice'
Blytheville, Arkansas.
His wife preceded h
death in 1968.
Services were held at
Tuesday, December 21
Hornbeak Funeral Chaps
the Rev. William G. ,
officiating. Interment w
Rehobeth Cemetery in
County, Tennessee.

Coleman Evans

Coleman Evans, a ;
custodian and resident ol
phis for the last five year
suddenly Saturday, Dec
18, in Memphis. He w
Born in Hickman (
Kentucky July 19, 1902,
the son of Hulon and Pa
Parrott Evans. He was a
her of West Haven
1
Church.
Survivors include twt
Carlton Evans, Chic&
linois and Bobby Evans,
Branch,
Mississippi;
daughters, Mrs. RebaGr
Fulton, Mrs. Ann Robe
Lawn, Illinois and Mt
Thayer, Lansing, Michil
grandchildren
and 7
grandchildren; three brc
Charlie Evans, Martin,
Evans, Miami, Florida an
Evans, Union City; two s
Mrs. Harry Davis, Mart:
Mrs. Bessie Ellis, Paris
nessee.
His wife preceded h
death two years ago.
Services were held
a.m. Tuesday, December
the Hornbeak Funeral
with the Rev. W. F.

Voclie C. Floyd, Water Valley, died at the Baptist Hospital
in Paducah at 1 a.m. Wednesday, December 15, after an extended illness. He was 76.
Born December 6, 1895 in
Graves County, Kentucky, he
was the son of the late Archie
and Maud Moffett Floyd of Graves County.
He was a retired millwright
and farmer and a member of
the Pilot Oak Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lexie Jackson Floyd; four
sons, Hershel Floyd, Mayfield,
Bill Floyd, Pilot Oak, Hobart
Floyd, Chicago and Charles
(Doodle) Floyd, Knoxville; a
daughter, Mrs. Lillian Mohler,
Madison Heights, Michigan; 12
grandchildren and 14 great qfflciating,, Interment
grandchildren; a half-brother, Obton County Memoria
Skills Stephens of Hickman.
dens.
Services were held at 1 p.m.
Friday, December 17, at the
in
Jackson Funeral Chapel
Dukedom, with Brother William
Hardison officiating. Interment
was in Pinson Cemetery.
Robert Hawkins died
Active pallbearers were: B. day, December 13, at I
G. Lowry, Kenneth Glover, Joe at his home in Bolivar. H
MacPherson, Otis LeCornu, is the former Annie Ruth F
Jr., Darius Emerson and Ken- of South Fulton.
neth Shrave.
Services were held at
Honorary pallbearers were: Sunday, December 19,
Roy Emerson, Bernal Lowry, Springfield Baptist Chur
Boyd Casey, Manley Russell, Bolivar with the Dixie F;
Everett Carr and Raymond'Home in charge of ar;
Glover.
ments.

Bober, Hawkins

1
f

Greenfield Monument Wonl

g
HAPPY DAY CLEANERS
g
g
g
101 WEST STATE LINE, FULTON
g
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— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display *
" Well Lighted At Night
* Open Sunday Afternoons *
*

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Greenfield
Phone 235-

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
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MAJESTIC
at theHOTELS
BATHS •Lanai Suites-Yew.,.
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

mg /or making thix

smelt a ii.anclerfill icor
May this Christmas be one of deep delight to
each of our wonderful friends. Our thanks
for your loyal friendship during the post year.
We '.%ope we may continue to merit that
friendship in the year ahead.

•

Oily. St.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Smallman

... may the warmth and

of this Christmas be
yours for the next twelve
months.

joy

roduchon
‘'s•le" ssoculhon

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

May you forever hold
Christmas in your heart

Hickman, Ky.
Phone I34-7341e
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. mar.

PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association
WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 6$3-5161

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

The carols, the bells, the warmth of Christmas.
The new resolve, Auld Lang Sync, the happiness
of the season. Enjoy them this year. With us.
At our. house.
Our Majestic hostesses will keep your days
brimming with the excitement of the season.
There are planned activities for the youngsters.
Throughout the season you'll enjoy fashion
shows, dancing and music nightly in our dining
room, plus entertainment. There's also caroling,
cards, movies, shuffleboard and our lodge on
Lake Hamilton for exclusive use of our guests.
For the sportsman there's swimming in our
temperature-controlled pool, 81 holes of golf,
horseback riding, tennis and the beauty of
trails through Hot Springs National Park.
But for the ultimate in a feeling of warmth and
comfort, unwind in our world-famous thermal
water baths right in our own bath house. Ease
nervous tension, relax muscles and help relieve
pain of arthritis and rheumatism.
Rooms and suites from $7.50 to $30. For
brochures and infoni..ation write or call W. L.
Wolfe, Manager, Majestic Hotel, Hot Springs,
Arkansas, (501) 623-5511.

IMMIET 7 FRI. BAYS Includes room and 6 therMal baths.$54 a person,two in a twin-bedded I
room at $4.75. day each; 6 thermal baths
OM& PE.
tor 07" and an misc.

L.M.T. Reed Jr.
Elected By
Graves Bar
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William Bryan
Lancaster,
309 Broadway, South Fulton,
died suddenly, Saturday evening, December 18, at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Mary
F'rankum, in St. Louis, Missouri. He was 75.
Born in Dyer County, Tennessee June 21, 1896, he was
the son of John H. and Katherine Hampton Lancaster. A clerk
for the IC Railroad, he retired
10 years ago and was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Frankum, St.
Louis, two sons, George Lancaster, Flossmoor, Illinois alhd
John E. Lancaster, Hobart, Indiana, 6 grandchildren and 3
great grandchildren; one brother, Charlie Lancaster, Dyer,
one sister, Mrs. Eunice Young,
Blytheville, Arkansas.
His wife preceded him in
death in 1968.
Services were held at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, December 21 at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. William G. Adams
officiating. Interment was in
Rehobeth Cemetery in Dyer
County, Tennessee.

:
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L.M.T. Reed, Jr., has been elected president of the Graves County Bar Association, succeeding
James B. Brien, Jr.
Reed, a Mayfield attorney, is
associated with the Neely, Reed
and Brien law firm here.
Other officers elected include
John Daughaday, vice president; and Benjamin J. Lookof.
sky, secretary-treasurer.

Weare truly grateful for the steady-and
enduring friendships that have been the basis
of our success in the past. May good fortune
favor each of you in every moment of the
Yuletide Season and the year ahead.

S. P. MOORE lk CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 4794864

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEMBERS—Raymond C. Schultz (left) and the Rev. James
Best, minister of Fulton First Baptist Church
(right) are members of the board of directors
of Baptist Hospitals Inc. In middle is Dr.

H. L. Dobbs, president of Baptist Hospitals
Inc. Schultz will serve a four-year term and
Mr. Best will fill the one-year expired term
of the Rev. Isaac McDonald, former minister
of Lone Oak Baptist Church.

—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting

S. P. MOORE 46. COMPANY

—Upholstering, Modern and

140 S. Broadway

Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

Sage Fatten, Taxa.

•••••..

Coleman Evans
Coleman Evans, a retired
custodian and resident of Memphis for the last five years, died
suddenly Saturday, December
18, in Memphis. He was 69.
Born in Hickman
County,
Kentucky July 19, 1902, he was
the son of Hulon and Para Lee
Parrott Evans. He was a member of West Haven
Baptist
Church.
Survivors include two sons,
Carlton Evans, Chicago, Illinois and Bobby Evans, Olive
Branch, Mississippi; three
daughters, Mrs. RebaGrissom,
Fulton, Mrs. Ann Robey, Oak
Lawn, Illinois and Mrs. Ina
Thayer, Lansing, Michigan, 15
grandchildren
and 7 great
grandchildren; three brothers,
Charlie Evans, Martin, Harry
Evans, Miami, Florida and Fred
Evans, Union City; two sisters,
Mrs. Harry Davis, Martin and
Mrs. Bessie Ellis, Paris, Tennessee.
His wife preceded him in
death two years ago.
Services were held at 10
a.m. Tuesday, December 21, at
the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel
with the Rev. W. F. Cooley
officiating,. Interment was in
Obion County Memorial Gardens.
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Robert Hawkins

Robert Hawkins died Monday, December 13, at 6 a.m.
at his home in Bolivar. His wife
is the former Annie Ruth Rogers
of South Fulton.
Services were held at 1 p.m.
ere: Sunday, December 19, at the
cry, Springfield Baptist Church in
;ell, Bolivar with the Dixie Funeral
iond'Home in charge of arrangements.
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Greenfield
Phone 235-7293
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:ANESS & SONS

ireenfield, Tenn.

JESTIC
•Lanai Suitlas-

IGS, ARKANSAS
Is, the warmth of Christmas.
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This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

old Lang Sync, the happiness
)y them this year. With us.

stesses will keep your days
excitement of the season.
activities for the youngsters.
season you'll enjoy fashion
music nightly in our dining
riment. There's also caroling,
ffleboard and our lodge on
xclusive use of our guests.
in there's swimming in our
Iled pool, 81 holes of golf,
tennis and the beauty of
;prings National Park.
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ajestic Hotel, Hot Springs.
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a day each; 6 them* baths
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Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hicknian-ulton R. E. C. C.
"Live BJter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeck Funexcl Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

47141412

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472.9060
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

SUPERMARKETS

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

2.14-2155

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
AfthI Stere—er at your *or
Fulton, Ky.
172.3311

Hickman

South Fulton

Fulton, Kentucky
472-1361

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System

472-1471

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ins,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good plat, to work

30$ Main Street

Comp4iments el

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Ca
MC00191
,el, Ky.

61134171

took a car belonging to Ralph
Dale Hardy of Fulton, which
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Insulated
Youths Held In Fulton Auto Theft
RUBBER BOOTS FULTON, Ky.,
Fulton Police Chief Richard
—Three
juveniles from the Paducah area Myatt said the three have been
pair
$4.99
are being held by authorities in identified as escapees from the
Railroad Saila*
totes, A.

take Et.

Okolona, Miss., in connection
with the theft of an automobile
in Fulton and illegal entry into
an Okolona service station.

'
..................
Closed Friday (Christmas Eve)
OPEN CHRISTMAS NIGHT

POLAROID FILM
SPECIAL $399
Lake Street Fulton
1
1
1
1

;1 DERBY RESTAURANT

Fulton, Ky.

WEBSTERS

ENCYCLOPEDIA

DICTIONARIES
RETAIL $24.50

RETAIL
$59.95

$99

5

WHAT A BUY!

BIG, BEAUTIFUL
WHITE, FAMILY

BIBLE

Call Lb

-1
1 k"
7
77,„
"
*.l•

FFED CHICKEN
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Ice Machines Air Conditioning and healing
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration
Service Contracts and Quarterly Inspection available.

99'

Large or Small Equipment. We have

FRI & SAT ONLY

the capability to repair or replace as
needed.

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY

DIXIE PRQDUCIS

Friday
8 A.M.— 6P. M.
Closed Saturday
DEC. 25th

Jane Parker White Bread 4 Lf-al 99c

It takes 400 man-hours to
put the nativity together and
continue it for three days. Members of Bethlehem's Baptist,
Methodist and Christian churches donate their time to these
tasks. The stable is a rustic
building with plywood walls,
rough pole rafters and a tarpaulin roof. Stalls are made
of poles lashed together, the
front left open. Floodlights are
directed tightly on the scene
and a hi-ti system plays recorded carols and scripture
readings by church members.
Bad weather is no deterrent.
The actors have been on stage
in rain, snow and howling winds.
shifts are necessary
Three
every evening, with 12 people
in each scene.
of Mary,
The costumes
Joseph, the wise men, four
shepherds and three angels
were carefully researched and
were handmade in various materials, from velvet to burlap.
Actors dress at a church across
the highway. Comes time for a
new shift, all traffic is halted
the
to get the entourage to

GOLDEN BROWN

DICTIONARY
OVER 50.000
ENTRIES
RETAIL $1.98

8A. M.— 8P. M.

TOWN—

show.

479-9082

OF

COOKBOOK
$ 499

nay

y 5-Hamburgers ...25c
A Family Restaurant

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT

RETAIL $9.95

Barbecue

1

Mon. thru Thurs.

(Continued from Page One)
from year to year. Once the
burrows ran away and it took
eight men several hours, running In different directions up
and down the highway, to retrieve them. Several years
ago, on Christmas Eve the ewe
had a baby lamb. The new baby
was welcomed by thousands,
since a television crew from
Louisville was there, taping a

.11

'We gladly take this opportunity
to say Iferry Christmas
and to express our thanks for
your fine patronage

DELUXE COMPLETE
EVERYDAY

0, LITTLE

4
. FIRANKL_IN
BEN1-

Aig3RY
C441 ISTN1AS

STORE HOURS

year.

The New and Modern

ra

West Parkway Phone 472-1271
Max and Vera Day

The three will be returned to
Paducah by juvenile officer How— The
FULTON. Ky.,
ard ..Moss, according to Myatt.
Fulton Jaycettes held their annual Christmas dinner at the
OIL FLOWS IN OKLAHOMA
home of Mrs. Barry Bondurant
Since the first profitable oil
Dec. 14, with 11 members and
well flowed in 1897, Oklahoma
Fryrear
drillers have found oil or gas two guests, Mrs. Steve
in all but 5 of the slate's 77 and Mrs. Tommy Scearce present.
counties.
After a pot-hick dinner, the
Jaycettes pledged $150 to the
Jaycees Christmas Basket project.
The climax of the evening
came when Mrs. Don Irvine was
presented the "Jaycette of the
Year" award. She was presented
a gift by the president, Mrs.
Barry Bondurant. This award
is presented to the member of
the club who has done an outstanding job in the club for the
past

Louisville Rehabilitation Center.
Myatt said the youths stole a
car in Paducah, drove it here
and abandoned it at Fulton
Plaza Motel. He said they then

4: p.m. till Midnight

./y

Mrs.Irvine
Honored By
Fulton Club

was parked in front of Haws
Nursing Home.

Semi-Boneless

HAMS BACON
59
Whole or Half

Rome Apples

scene is the post office where
thousands of Yuletide greetings
are mailed each year. People all
DIVISION OF CONNER'S PHOTO MC.
OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2311 (Nights, Call (901) 449-5608
over the United States send their
\ION CITY TENN.
Christmas cards to be postfr/IIIIINFIIIIIIII.MIIIIIAMIAVAIII/AMPFINFAWrnAWAWIIIIIIIIMMINFINFIIIIIIIIIPW marked with the word "Bethlehem" and a depiction of the
three wise men following a star.

NEXT DOOR TO CONnEa'S rHuiu

119 MORRIS STREET,

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
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kIf you take pride
in your horse...

1

,t
,k

SUPER SAVINGS
At Evans Drug
Th.

4g "Ii

1

i

1

$1.19
Pond's

Rog. $1.00

Dorothy Gray

grain.

q

ROUND-UP — A complete feed pellet containing ali"'
the hay, grain and concentrate your horse needs.

%

with your hay.
high-protein supplement for feed-

TROPHY — A ration for feeding

k
%

HORSE-GLO — A
ing with daily ration.

t
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VI
ALDERS ,FEEDS

s1 "qrnation P*0°''''
-.

Hand Cream

Req. $2.50

$1.50
Haley's MO

k
t
k
t

MILLING

Telephone 472-1300

.MrAMIIIIIII41.'AMP Anir
AIFIarAir
AWAM/AMrArAlIrAral,

.t
CO. in t

Fulton, Kentucky

t
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Rig. $1.211

97c

10 For 79

5-Lb.

A&P Eggnog

Quart

580
69c

Eight Mock

,

1-Lb. 19
Can (Lima 4)

Bag $199
"b.
(Save 19c Over Last Year)

Alberto VO-5

Fruit Cake Jane Parker 3 Lb. $3.49

Hair Spray

Rog. $2.35

,

%

LR

APPLES ORANGES

SAUCE COFFEE

Moisturoising Or Hormone

t

concentrate for feeding with your hay and

Juicy Florida

Red or Golden Delicious

A&P Cranberry

66c

k
11
Of Horse Feeds And Horse - Care Products
%
1EU1
SPUR — A

4lb. bag 58c

Dusting Powder

We are now carrying the
CARNATION - ALBERS Line

a

.
All Purl"

2-02.
/
141
Rog. UM

%

t

Ns& A."

Jergens Lotion

COMPLETE ,tk
%
FEED
HORSE
i
PROGRAM t

i

t
i%
k

- You Should Know
about our

%t
t
i

1 Lb. PIG.

2 Lb. $1.15

stable. The animals are left
at the scene during the threeday presentation.
Within view of the nativity

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
(Service Depart.) Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.

Allgood Sliced

$1-69

99c

Req. $1.50

DEXO SHORTENING

Listerine
14-0Z.
R•g. $1.29

99c
Bayer Aspirin

3-Lb. Can

100 Count

Rog. $1.17

88c
n• age110.

1

EVANS DRUG CO.
Laic* P.

Felten
\

59
With Coupon And $5.00 Purchase

SEEM

59c

DEXO
SHORTENING
3-lb CAN
With coupon and $5 or more
additional purchase
Good only at A& P Valueland
Coupon good thru Fri. Dec.
24. Reg price w/o coupon.
Limit 1 coupon per customer

,srizeti,a
AP. (1('t.

